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A Digital Wireless Channel Emulator (DWCE) is a system that is capable of
emulating the RF environment for a group of wireless devices. The use of digital
wireless channel emulators with networking radios is hampered by the inability to
efficiently scale a DWCE to a large number of nodes. If such a large scale digital
wireless channel emulator were to exist, a significant amount of time and money
could be saved by testing networking radios in a laboratory before running lengthy
and costly field tests. By utilizing the repeatability of a laboratory environment it
will be possible to investigate and solve issues more quickly and efficiently. This
will enable the performance of the radios to be known with a high degree of certainty
before they are brought to the field. This dissertation investigates the use of an FPGA
cluster configured as a distributed system to provide the computational and network
structure to scale a DWCE to support 1250 or more wireless devices. This number
of wireless devices is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than any other
documented system. In this dissertation, the term ”scale” used for a DWCE is defined
as an increase of three key factors: number of wireless devices, signal bandwidth
emulated, and the fidelity of the emulation. It is possible to make tradeoffs and
reduce any one of these to increase the other two. This dissertation shows a DWCE
that can increase all of these factors in an efficient manner and thoroughly investigates
the fidelity of the emulation it produces.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Wireless devices have become and will remain ubiquitous in modern life. Many
different technologies are available from cell phones and wi-fi devices to bluetooth and
ad hoc radio communication networks. New waveforms and new wireless technologies
are constantly being invented. However, testing these wireless devices is becoming
increasingly challenging as the size and scope of the networks that can be formed
continue to grow. To combat this complexity, developers, industry standards groups,
and others would like to be able to examine new radios in the lab using an emulated
environment. The alternative is field testing, which is time consuming and resource
intensive in terms of equipment and manpower. Large scale testing in the lab requires
a large scale Wireless Channel Emulator (WCE).
A WCE is a system capable of emulating the signal propagation environment be-
tween wireless Radio Frequency (RF) devices. WCEs can be classified as either analog
or digital. Analog WCEs use programmable attenuators and/or amplifiers to dynami-
cally change the power level between wireless devices. Analog WCEs have been scaled
allowing for as many as 64 wireless devices to use the system at once; however, ana-
log WCEs cannot take into account channel effects such as signal propagation delay,
Doppler, and multipath effects. A Digital Wireless Channel Emulator (DWCE) digi-
tizes RF signals from a transmitting wireless device, digitally manipulates the signal,
and then converts it back to an analog RF signal to be sent to the receiving wireless
device. Because the signal is digitized, any number of computations can be performed
on that signal to manipulate it in the same way as channel effects would manipulate
an actual RF signal in a real environment. Commercial DWCEs are available from a
few companies such as Spirent and Electrobit and custom DWCEs have been built in
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academia. Both have seen use in different wireless device communities to test their
devices in an accurate and customizable environment.
A major challenge with custom or commercial DWCEs is that they only support
a limited number of channels. A channel on a DWCE refers to a connection from
the DWCE to a wireless device. Each channel has a single Analog Front End (AFE)
that converts an RF signal to a digital signal and vice versa. Typically, one wireless
device will need one available channel on a DWCE to connect to the system; however,
some wireless devices use multiple antennas and/or multiple RF tuners, which could
require multiple available channels on a DWCE for each wireless device connected to
the system. Having a DWCE with a large number of channels is not necessary for
many point-to-point wireless devices such as traditional analog radios, cell phones,
and IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) devices as just a few links are sufficient to determine its
efficacy. However, wireless devices such as MIMO Radios, RF Electronic Warfare
Devices (i.e. Radio Jammers), and Ad-Hoc Networking Radios are designed to work in
an environment with many wireless devices and may require multiple DWCE channels
per device. These types of wireless devices cannot truly be evaluated by a DWCE
with only a few AFEs. What is desired is a wireless channel emulator that can
scale to large numbers of channels and can produce the channel effects to accurately
emulate the RF environment. This precludes the use of analog WCEs and the rest of
this dissertation only discusses digital wireless channel emulators unless specifically
mentioned otherwise.
The challenge and reason why no large-scale DWCE exists, is that the amount of
computation required to build a DWCE scales on the order O(N2) where N is the
number of channels. This is due to the fact that each channel must send and compute
information to every other channel, resulting in N(N − 1) possible combinations in a
system. Additionally, the signal bandwidth and the fidelity of the emulation also im-
pact the amount of computation required, but the computation requirements increase
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only linearly with respect to these. The signal bandwidth defines the frequency differ-
ence between the highest frequency and lowest frequency emulated signals. For more
information on the process of converting an RF signal to baseband, please see Sec-
tion 3.1.3. The signal bandwidth defines how many samples must be processed each
second, which creates the proportional relationship with computation. The fidelity
of a given DWCE system could involve any number of different factors depending on
models used by the emulation and the hardware that makes up the system. While it
may be possible to increase the fidelity of a given system by improving the hardware
in the system, the model used for manipulating a signal has a large impact on the
fidelity as well. The system described in this dissertation uses a Tapped Delay Line
(TDL) model described in Section 3.2 where the fidelity of the model is largely defined
by the number of propagation paths emulated. Other systems may use a statistical
model which would have a different metric comparing fidelity to computations. Re-
gardless, it is important to note that having a higher fidelity model will necessitate a
higher computational load. This results in a rule that is shown in Equation 1.1.
Computations ∝ (RF Devices)2 × Signal Bandwidth× Fidelity (1.1)
This rule cannot be broken without performing optimizations that significantly
limit the capabilities of the DWCE. One such method employed by some commercial
DWCEs is to segment the system and not allow certain channels to communicate.
A system may be designated as a A × B system indicating that the A devices can
communicate with the B devices and vice versa, but the A devices cannot talk to A
devices and B devices cannot talk to B devices. Such optimizations come at a cost to
either fidelity or flexibility are therefore not considered in this thesis. It is desirable
to analyze as broad a range of devices as possible and these optimizations generally
take advantage of a specific characteristic of a specific wireless device that would not
be applicable to a different wireless device. The aforementioned optimization may
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work fine for MIMO wireless devices but would severely limit the DWCE capabilities
for single antenna Ad-Hoc Networking radios for example. Many WCE solutions
have attempted to reduce the signal bandwidth or the fidelity in order to increase
the number of radios and maintain a low enough computational load; however, it is
desirable to keep all three of these factors high.
The principle design limitation for all previous attempts at a DWCE is the uti-
lization of a “Hub and Spoke” type system. In this design there is a central “hub”
location that performs the computations with connections (“spokes”) to all the analog
front end components that translate the signal between analog and digital. Most hubs
are a single FPGA; however, some organizations have utilized multiple FPGAs on a
single Printed Circuit Board (PCB) such as Mitre and Intelligent Automation [33].
These single PCB solutions are still considered to be a hub because there are only a
limited amount of FPGAs that will fit onto a single PCB. If someone using a hub and
spoke design wanted to expand their system, it would require a complete re-design.
This is the main problem with increasing the size of any hub and spoke design: each
has a definable upper performance limit based on the amount of computation the
hub can perform. A new way to approach this problem is to distribute the digital
processing and communication across many computational elements.
Distributing the computation across several computational elements introduces a
new constraining factor in addition to the computational requirements: the amount
of data passed between channels can result in a large amount of network traffic.
As the amount of processing increases beyond the capabilities of a single chip or a
single PCB, it is necessary to stream multiple signals at a high sample rate between
processors, placing an enormous demand on the chip-to-chip networking. This is a
major technical limitation that has not been addressed by academia and is a focus of
this dissertation.
This thesis describes the validation, scalability, and feasibility of using a novel com-
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puting architecture to implement a digital wireless channel emulator: a distributed
cluster composed of FPGA devices augmented with required RF components and
connected by a custom high-speed network. This thesis’ hypothesis:
Constructing a DWCE with a distributed architecture provides scalability superior
than previously documented systems while maintaining high fidelity.
The term “scale” and “scalability” with respect to DWCE in this thesis refers to
three different aspects: the number of wireless devices that can be connected to the
system, the signal bandwidth that is emulated by the system, and the fidelity of the
system.
The hypothesis has been broken down into three questions. The first question is:
is it possible to build a DWCE utilizing a distributed architecture? The goal from
the beginning of this project was to create a thirty-channel digital wireless channel
emulator with 30MHz signal bandwidth and twenty propagation path computations.
Each of these parameters were chosen for a reason. Thirty-channel capability was
selected because several previous field tests with military Ad-Hoc networking radios
used around thirty radios. No DWCE existed that could handle this size and the
largest documented DWCE systems at the time only used a one to four FPGAs. The
solution envisioned would use thirty-two or more FPGAs, which was greater than an
order of magnitude more computational power than any existing channel emulator. A
signal bandwidth of 30MHz is selected because that was the greatest amount of band-
width used by all current and near-future military networking waveforms. Twenty
propagation paths was selected based on a study titled ”Recommended channel mod-
els for WNW 3.1 tests” written by Dr. Dan Noneaker [22]. The study gave channel
models for rural, urban, and hilly scenarios and the maximum number of propagation
paths listed was twenty. The study claims that after that threshold, the propagation
paths typically have little effect because their relative attenuation is significantly less
than the dominant path. To answer this question, a feasibility study was performed.
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Engineering work was performed to support this study, determine the system hard-
ware and architecture, and develop the VHDL for the core components of the system.
Detailed information for these building blocks was needed to identify the networking
and computational limits of a system. The answer to the first question will be in the
affirmative if a realistic DWCE is demonstrated with thirty channels, 30MHz signal
bandwidth, and twenty propagation paths.
Once a single architecture solution is found in the feasibility study the next step
is to determine how this architecture can scale. This is what the second question
addresses: can this architecture provide a scalable and cost effective solution as com-
pared to other testing alternatives? As shown in Equation 1.1 the amount of com-
putation for the system is largely determined by three parameters: the number of
channels (RF Devices), the signal bandwidth, and the number of propagation paths
(fidelity). For any given DWCE system, there is a limit on each of these parameters
that is determined by the amount of hardware the system uses. In a given system,
perhaps the signal bandwidth is limited by the network throughput which then de-
fines the number of propagation paths that can be emulated. In a different system,
the amount of FPGA logic resources available may be the limiting factor for both the
fidelity and signal bandwidth. Thus, to answer this question, a scalability study will
be performed.
The goal of the scalability study is to find the limit for a given subset of systems
and then determine how each system must be changed in order to handle even larger
parameters. The study attempts to find the trade space between each of the three
parameters using a developed hardware platform and architecture. Because of the
distributed nature of the system, an infinite number of systems could be connected
and analyzed. In order to limit the scope of the work to a manageable size and
focus on the most promising systems only two different network configurations were
analyzed which will be thoroughly explained in Section 4.2. This will not only analyze
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the current system but will also provide the framework for an engineer to analyze
future DWCE systems. The scalability study will employ many differently sized
DWCE systems; however, this alone does not answer the cost effectiveness part of
the question. A system will be considered cost effective if it can be built and used for
less than the cost of the field test it would replace. In this case, one can suppose that
it would be preferable to invest in this technology over going to the field, especially
considering that any subsequent lab testing will be at a significantly reduced cost.
Based on performed lab and real-world tests, a lab test is ten to twenty percent of
the cost of an identical field test. Therefore, if the cost of building a DWCE is less
than eighty percent the cost of the field test, then this condition will be met.
Just being able to build a large-scale cost-effective system is not sufficient reason
to warrant the use of a DWCE. The final question: is the fidelity of the system
good enough to be a substitute for the alternative field test? This question is much
more subjective than the previous two and it will not be possible to give a complete
affirmative to this question. Nonetheless, this is an important question to ask because
if the DWCE cannot accurately reproduce an RF environment then the system is
practically useless. Without complete documented knowledge of the capabilities of
the system, it is possible for skeptics to argue its effectiveness. Even worse, when
proponents of a DWCE use it to test their radios, and the radios do not behave as
anticipated, a study is necessary to show that the the system is not interfering with
normal radio operation. While it can easily be shown that a given DWCE system is
very accurate under certain circumstances, the problem is the multitude of different
scenarios and situations that a DWCE must reproduce. In this large space there are
some scenarios that are not possible to reproduce due to limitations of the hardware
that makes up the DWCE and many of these limitations will be discussed. For
example: there is a limited amplitude dynamic range of the system due to isolation
and power constraints that is analyzed and quantified. In addition, the wireless device
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under test will determine many of the required performance metrics, making the set
of potential corner cases different with every device connected to the system. Clearly,
this study cannot analyze every wireless device or protocol that may be used with
the DWCE.
To approach this question, a fidelity study is proposed. This study is comprised of
a series of theoretical, experimental, and observational analyses which are thoroughly
explained in Section 4.3. The principle idea is to theoretically determine expected
performance based on signal processing theory and simulations, experimentally con-
firm those theoretical predictions, and then observe behavior of radios connected to
the DWCE. The requirements for any given wireless device can then be compared
to the DWCE theoretical and experimental studies results to determine that wire-
less devices computability with the DWCE. For the observational analysis a specific
wireless device will be selected and the comparison will form a basis for expected
observational behavior. The selected wireless devices will be put under a specific set
of scenarios designed to show the strengths and limitations of the DWCE. The goal is
to explore a few selected scenarios which cover the most anticipated scenarios to give
better understanding to how the DWCE performs. While this study is not the final
answer to the fidelity question, it will largely address it for a given wireless device and
it will provide a framework for people to investigate this question for future wireless
devices.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents
background information on wireless channel emulation. The Ad-Hoc networking ra-
dios are described first. This is the technology that was the motivation behind the
creation of this work and these radios will greatly benefit from the utilization of
a large-scale DWCE. Next, alternative wireless channel emulator systems are pre-
sented. It will be shown that all these alternative designs utilize a hub-and-spoke
system which critically limits the scalability. Lastly, other DWCE fidelity studies are
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presented. Most of these studies are limited in scope with one exception. This paper
will form the basis for the DWCE validation study.
Chapter 3 discusses the detailed design of a DWCE called the Digital Battlespace
Environment Simulator (DBES), named after its analog predecessor the Battlespace
Environment Simulator (BES). The DBES is the implementation of a DWCE that this
dissertation is based on. This chapter is broken up into six sections and begins with
the primary factors that limit the scale of DWCEs and discusses solutions that were
found to push these boundaries. It describes how solutions were found for the DBES
design starting with the system overview and then proceeds to drive down into the
design one level at a time until the lowest levels including the signal path component
(the central component performing signal manipulation processing) are detailed. At
the lowest level, the Tapped Delay Line model is theoretically investigated by deriving
the end-to-end mathematical signal processing performed. The third section deals
with the hardware that implements the system. No commercial solutions could be
found for the majority of the hardware required for the DBES. Initially it was thought
that entirely new hardware would have to be developed. Fortunately, commercial
solutions were found that were very close to the required hardware and these solutions
were modified to produce the boards with all the components required. The fourth
section describes how a commercial scenario compiler, REMCOM’s Wireless In-Site
software, is used with the system. The fifth section describes the DBES control
graphical user interface that was designed to handle loading the configuration and
parameters to the DBES and controlling the system. The sixth and final section
discusses a use-case scenario for the DBES. There are many steps to running the
system and while many of them will eventually be automated, there are still several
steps that a user will need to go through in order to use the DBES. This section
describes that process.
Chapter 4 is the evaluation chapter. It covers the investigations performed to
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analyze the system and contains the studies performed to answer the questions posed
in this chapter. Chapter 4 starts with the initial feasibility study that uses a two-
channel prototype and discusses the results and lessons learned from this prototype.
The second section is the scalability section where an exact systems solution will
be given for an arbitrary amount of nodes. The final section is the fidelity study
that theoretically, experimentally, and observationally qualifies the accuracy of the
system. Theoretically, it lays out the noise injected by the software and hardware.
Next, it experimentally validates the necessary parts of the theoretical analysis. The
experimental section will also include a hardware evaluation section where tests are
performed to analyze the noise of the analog front end and the propagation delay in
the final system. These tests form a baseline of functionality that will be necessary
to explain the experimental results. Lastly, the observational section will show actual
radios using the DWCE and compare the resulting behavior with predicted outcomes.
Three scenarios were run including two two-radio scenarios and one five-radio scenario.
Chapter 5 is the conclusion. Key results are reiterated and the hypothesis ques-
tions will be answered based on the presented results in the previous sections.
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
2.1 Radio Technology
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) arise when multiple hosts dynamically dis-
cover their neighbors and establish a wireless network whose topology changes as hosts
move around in the physical world. As long as the network remains connected, any
host can communicate with any other host (possibly using intermediate hosts to relay
packets). Moreover, the communication links between nodes vary over time based on
the environment and movement of hosts. This variability is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
In the initial configuration (a), four nodes are connected by the communication links
shown. Some hosts are not directly connected; which would be due to something in
the physical world, perhaps an obstruction or just distance. As illustrated (b), the
hosts may move over time (in this example, D moves southwest and B moves east).
As a result, some communication links are lost (D–C) and new communication links
are established (C–B). Further complicating the situation, MANET radios have many
real world difficulties due to the multiple vendors that create radios for the network









Figure 2.1: MANET network example: (a) time t (b) time t+ τ
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MANETs has presented challenges throughout the lifetime of the standards — from
how to design the next generation protocols to assuring the interoperability of finished
products. Commercial MANET radio products available today will typically use mul-
tiple processors running a distributed system with several different communication
protocols and modes of operation. Moreover, all these components have their own
software base that has been developed by multiple vendors. This makes the process of
debugging the radios and ensuring capability an extremely challenging task. To make
matters worse, many features of these radios cannot be examined without forming
large networks of thirty or more radios in controlled situations. Presently, to create
these networks, one needs to perform a field test where each radio is loaded onto
a mobile platform (on foot, in vehicles, on helicopters, etc.) filled with a plethora
of supporting equipment which gather a range of performance data. These events
take months to plan and execute, require a large supporting cast of technicians and
engineers, and can result with more questions about the wireless device than answers
because of the inability to reproduce a single test. This means that network designers
have been forced to rely on model assumptions and computer simulations in order to
evaluate experimental protocols under various scenarios. Likewise, it is very costly to
stage field tests of finished products.
Ideally, one would like to be able to use radios in a laboratory setting and emulate
the physical environment as found in general field settings. This would dramatically
reduce the amount of personnel and equipment required to run a test and introduce
repeatability and fine scenario control for the user. In addition to evaluating network-
wide performance, the data gathered would be extremely valuable to scientists and
engineers developing new MANET protocols. Unfortunately, no wireless channel emu-
lator exists that can meet the requirements of the Ad-Hoc networking community. Of
those that do support a larger number of radios, none can meet the scale, bandwidth,
and accuracy required to vet current MANET radios. Current analog WCEs can
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meet the scaling requirement; however, they do not meet the accuracy requirements
because they cannot provide channel effects such as Doppler and multipath. Com-
mercial digital wireless channel emulators can create these effects but currently only
support a limited number of channels. While some academics have written papers
detailing a method of scaling to larger number of channels, the approaches described
are typically limited by the capacity of a single device. For example, [4] uses a single
FPGA but does not describe how to extend it beyond one chip.
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology can also greatly benefit from
a large scale DWCE. The input and output in MIMO describe the antennas used in
the system. There are many different reasons to employ these multiple antenna and
many different algorithms and antenna patterns that are used. Some MIMO devices
can determine, based on the time of arrival of the signal at each antenna, the direction
a signal comes from. This enables the radio to tune into a location to boost signal
strength and to filter out interfering signals, on the same frequency as the signal
of interest, based on location. Other MIMO devices simply use each antenna as
a separate channel to communicate with. There are many other potential uses for
MIMO radios but the important point for this dissertation, is that a single MIMO
radio requires multiple channels on a DWCE. Each signal picked up at each antenna
is slightly different, which enables much of the functionality of MIMO devices. This
makes testing a MIMO device with an analog WCE not possible. There is no way to
simply set up a network of attenuation between pairs of MIMO radios to determine
their functionality. In order to test a pair of MIMO radios in the lab, it is necessary
to use a large (by today’s commercial standards) DWCE which is much too expensive
for academics and start up companies to afford. Currently, many MIMO researchers
place the antennas on the tops of their cars and drive around a city to gather data [9].
This presents a huge host of problems testing an debugging the radio that could be
alleviated by in-lab testing.
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Figure 2.2: SPIRIT rack view and network architecture
2.2 SPIRIT FPGA Computational Cluster
A novel computing architecture was required that has not only the capability
for large amounts of signal processing, but also for a tremendous amount of net-
work traffic. This capability was found in the Spirit cluster. Spirit is a 64-FPGA
cluster that was built as part of the Reconfigurable Computing Cluster project at
UNC-Charlotte [28]. This machine consists of 64 FPGA nodes with no discrete mi-
croprocessors. The network switch is integrated into the reconfigurable logic of the
FPGA and nodes are directly connected one another in a 3-D torus (six bidirectional
channels). Using 2004 CMOS technology, Spirit provides 64 Gbps of bandwidth to
each node. A picture of the cluster itself and a graphic of the network architecture is
shown in Figure 2.2.
After a brief investigation, it was realized that the Spirit architecture was ideal
for a large-scale DWCE; however, Spirit itself did not have sufficient requirements to
meet the needs of the DWCE that was envisioned. In part, this is due to the type
of FPGA utilized, which emphasized hardcore discrete processors over multiplication
cores, and the networking capabilities of the FPGA, which only had 8 transceivers
available. Newer FPGAs have over ten times the logic and five times the networking
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capabilities which would be more than sufficient for the DWCE requirements. This
lead to the realization that what is needed is an updated version of the Spirit cluster.
So, new hardware was constructed that is detailed in this dissertation.
2.3 Wireless Channel Emulation Related Work
The idea to utilize a wireless channel emulator to emulate a field environment
for radios has been around for some time. Initially these were analog, utilizing a
bank of variable attenuators that could be changed to replicate the environment.
SPAWAR Atlantic has a 14 radio WCE that can update the attenuation at millisecond
intervals. The fidelity of these analog WCEs is unfortunately limited because they
cannot reproduce channel effects such as multipath, Doppler, and frequency selective
fading. There are methods for emulating each of these effects in the analog world;
however, a more practical solution is the use of a digital wireless channel emulator.
There are many groups that have produced commercial and custom DWCE solu-
tions (SPIRENT [30], Elektrobit [11], MITRE [2], and Intelligent Automation [33])
and the idea for a DWCE has been around since the 1990’s. One of the first attempts
was published by Olmos and Feminas [23] who developed a single channel solution
using ASIC chips. This was a good solution; however, modern FPGAs have more re-
sources available and can now support enough computations to make DWCEs, which
has driven researchers to use FPGAs. Several papers have since utilized FPGA tech-
nology to develop DWCEs [4, 12, 21, 23, 25]. Some were specifically designed to test
multiple input multiple output radios [17, 20]. MIMO radios cannot be accurately
tested with analog WCEs as they rely on small differences in the propagation delay
between receiving antennas. In general, any multi-channel DWCE can be made to
test this technology provided they maintain accurate control of the delay and tim-
ing between different signal paths. The problem is that a large number of channels
with an all-to-all connection scheme is required for these systems. Most commercial
DWCE reduce the number of fading paths in order to claim more channels. The
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largest commercially available DWCE as of 2013 is a 32-channel system by Elektro-
bit; however, this system can only emulate 128 fading paths. This means that it
could only do a full mesh network between 11 channels and each channel would only
have a single propagation path emulated. Only two four-antenna MIMO radios could
be connected to this system and many multipath effects, which are a critical issue
for MIMO radios, could not accurately be emulated. In comparison, the 32-channel
system described in Chapter 3 can support over 14,000 independent fading paths.
MITRE has released a white paper in May 2013 detailing their system [2]. They
claim to be able to reach a 64-node system but do not provide any description in how
they hope to achieve this. They discuss their current system which is a 16-channel
system; however, they sacrificed fidelity in order to increase the number of channels.
They describe using two Virtex-5 240sx FPGAs for processing and different ”cells”
to do different types of channel emulation. The way they reach the 16-channel full
mesh system is by using an attenuation-only cell. This would produce results with
no multipath, fading, or Doppler effects.
The equations implemented by these papers generally fall into the sum-of-sinusoids
(SOS) approach [1] or the tapped delay line approach [20]. Both these equations are
thoroughly discussed in literature [26] and are widely accepted equations used for
simulations. One paper that does not exactly fall into these categories attempts to
perform computations in the frequency domain in an effort to improve scalability
and accuracy [12]. This is an interesting idea; however, there was difficulty with the
propagation delay and coherency between frames that made this solution less than
ideal for the implementation presented in this paper.
Many papers have attempted to address the scalability issue directly [17]. Specifi-
cally, Steenskiste at Carnegie Mellon University has an excellent TDL solution utiliz-
ing a Virtex 5 FPGA. His solution is capable of connecting 15 radios, however in this
scenario the accuracy is lacking because it “can only create a few multipath channels
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while maintaining at least a single path between all the nodes” [4]. As mentioned in
the introduction, DWCEs are difficult to scale to large number of nodes due to the
amount of computation required to implement them. The Steenskiste design utilizes
a single FPGA for all the computations and decides to make the tradeoff of increasing
the number of radios by reducing the accuracy of the emulation. His design was fo-
cused on testing IEEE 802.11 transmitters and receivers and it does exceptionally well
at that. In fact they mention using GTX transceivers for networking but determine
this approach will not work because of the propagation delay. For IEEE 802.11 the
propagation delay must be very small because the waveform is designed to operate
over very short distances; however, the wireless devices that this thesis is targeting
are designed to operate over much larger distances enabling a longer acceptable prop-
agation delay in the emulation. It was found that by bundling the transceivers in
groups of four, the propagation delay was significantly decreased as shown in Sec-
tion 4.3.2.2.1. This shows that the delay for the transceivers is significantly smaller
than the delay added by the analog hardware, and could be potentially used for IEEE
802.11 devices.
while several papers claim to scale, none of them discuss capabilities of expanding
to multiple FPGAs which is necessary for making an accurate large scale DWCE.
Borries has done an excellent job utilizing hardware that has the capability of scaling
to multiple FPGAs, however, their discussion of this was lacking and by examining
their hardware it will not be possible to utilize the number of FPGAs required for an
accurate, wide-band, 16 or 32 radio system [4]. Lastly, studies have been performed
with the Berkley Emulation Engine (BEE), which is an architecture that uses a cluster
of FPGAs. These papers discuss the use of this hardware as a radio test bed [19].
They have also discussed the capabilities for performing real-time large-scale hardware
emulation of radios [8, 15]; however, they have not discussed implementing a DWCE
on the BEE.
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2.4 WCE Validation Related Work
Another focal point of the thesis is the validation study. The goal of the validation
study is to determine the emulation produced by the DBES as compared to a real-
world environment. In almost every paper describing a WCE, the researcher has
presented some evidence supporting the fidelity of the emulator. A common graph
shows the power level of the received signal (represented as Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) or attenuation of the system) versus the error rate of the receiving radio
[10] [18]. A likely precedent for this approach is due to work seen by simulation
papers. These papers do not have hardware for an emulation, but instead simulate
a waveform in a simulated channel and show various charts depicting performance of
the waveform [31]. Again, charts that compare error rate vs. attenuation or error
rate vs. Doppler are common.
The most comprehensive published work done in this area is performed by Steenkiste
and his students at Carnegie Mellon [14] [32]. Most of his papers have several charts
showing various scenarios vs. radio performance. One of the papers that has the
most data is written by the Steenkiste group on the experiences they have had using
their emulator [3]. Some of the tests include: performance metrics of IEEE 802.11g
under different rates and different path losses, packet reception rate vs. distance,
throughput comparisons between the emulator and simulations, and performance of
the radios under fading and multipath profiles.
All these different papers show a specific radio’s behavior under test for a specific
scenario. While this may lend confidence to that particular case, it is not possible
to determine how the emulator will perform under different circumstances. None of
the papers say anything about the limitations of the system, and only present good
working behavior. The goal of the first two parts of this validation study is to not be
radio specific and not to judge the fidelity of the emulator by the radio under test.
Instead, the goal is to gather performance and noise metrics of the emulator itself,
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not the RF device. For this there is no precedent. Only after the emulator has been
well defined and experimentally confirmed will the observational test be conducted
that shows radio behavior.
CHAPTER 3: DBES DESIGN
This chapter describes the design of the DBES. The first section is an overview of
the systems and how they are put together. The next section is on the signal path
design, which is the central component for the system that performs the computations
to transform the signal. The purpose for every other component in the DBES is to
either get data to or from this signal path component. The third section is the
hardware design, which describes the actual boards, chassis, and cables utilized to
build this system. The creation of this hardware was not trivial as there were no
commercial solutions for any of the boards we needed. Custom solutions had to be
determined, developed, and fabricated for each component. A picture of the final
DBES system is shown in Figure 3.1. It is included here to give the reader an idea
of the size of the system and provide a reference for the rest of the chapter. The
fourth section is on the scenario compiler. The fifth section is on the DBES control
graphical user interface. The final section is a use case example to demonstrate how
to use the DBES.
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Figure 3.1: Picture of the completed DBES
3.1 DBES System Overview
This section describes a high-level technical view of the DBES. It starts with
a detailed description of the factors that influence the scalability of a system then
discusses the high level terminology used throughout this thesis. Next it describes the
four major components of the DBES: the analog front end, the radio and compute
nodes, and the network design.
3.1.1 Factors in Scaling a Digital Wireless Channel Emulator
As stated before the first consideration when scaling a DWCE is the amount
of computations the system requires. This amount is primarily dictated by three
components, the number of signal paths, the signal bandwidth, and the fidelity of
the emulation. Each of these three components will be identified. First, the signal
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bandwidth simply refers to the amount of spectrum that will be emulated by the
system. The RF signal is converted to a baseband signal in order to process the data.
The more bandwidth this baseband signal needs, the higher the data rate must be to
accurately represent the signal. A higher data rate means more data to process and
thus more computations to perform. Therefore, the amount of the signal bandwidth
that is to be emulated is directly proportional to the amount of computations that
must be performed.
The second consideration is the number of signal paths. A signal path is defined
as the emulation of a signal between a transmitting source and a receiving sink. This
term ”signal path” is used frequently throughout this thesis. Note that for a pair
of radios there exist two signal paths between them. The amount of signal paths is
determined by the number of channels used and the amount of clustering done. In the
worst case where every node can talk to every other node, if there are N nodes there
will be N × (N − 1) signal paths. Clustering is a means of reducing this relationship
by eliminating links that are not utilized. This could be done in any manner of
different ways, but usually the goal is to segment groups based on emulated physical
location or spectrum utilization. Currently, the DBES will not utilize any clustering;
however, thanks to the reconfigurable nature of the FPGAs, it could be added at any
point based on a user’s needs. For every signal path in the system there must be
an equation to perform the computations. Therefore, the amount of signal paths is
directly proportional to the amount of computations.
The final consideration is accuracy. In general, the more accurate the model is
to reality, the more computations it must perform. Specifically with regard to the
tapped delay line model utilized (see Section 3.2), the number of propagation paths
are directly proportional to the number of computations that are required. In general,
computing more propagation paths results in a more accurately emulated scenario.
Adjusting this number is an easy way to directly affect the number of computations.
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Additionally, for each propagation path emulated there are several computations that
must be done. Some of these, like interpolating the delay parameter and signal for a
more precise Doppler, could be removed if such effects were not a concern. Currently
the full model performs about fifteen computations per propagation path. The bare
minimum would be two, one for a multiplication and another for an addition per
propagation path.
By combining the three considerations above, a general relationship can be deter-
mined between the number of computations and these factors 3.1.
computations ∝ N2 × SBW × PP × PC (3.1)
Where N is the number of nodes, SBW is the Signal Bandwidth, PP is the number
of Propagation Paths and PC is the amount of Propagation Computations. This
relationship gives an excellent insight into the size of a given system. It describes
how you can increase the number of nodes for a given DWCE at the cost of signal
bandwidth and/or emulation accuracy and maintain the same amount of hardware
utilized.
Aside from computations, the other consideration to account for in determining
the scale and requirements of a DWCE is the networking resources. As described
in the background section, at some scale it will be necessary to network multiple
processors together. This requires attention to ensuring sufficient throughput for the
real-time system. There are various methods of mitigating the amount of network
traffic that are dependant on implementation. This thesis will describe the network
that the DBES utilized in Section 3.1.5. The network is not a standard network but
ensures it will take two hops to get from the input to the output of the system.
This is how initial sizing estimates were performed for the feasibility study. Later,
in the scalability study, the actual size of each component was used in addition to
timing and resource overhead metrics to determine the scale of a system.
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3.1.2 System Terminology
The full scale system is designed around the SPIRIT architecture [28]. The
SPIRIT cluster consists of 64 ML410 boards, each having a Virtex 4 FX60 FPGA.
These FPGAs are connected by high-speed Multi-Gigiabit Transceivers (MGTs) giv-
ing very large communication bandwidth between the FPGAs. This cluster has been
used for studying high performance computing topics and applications such as hard-
ware filesystem, the BLAST bioinformatics application, and resiliency in exascale
computing. After a brief investigation it became apparent that this architecture was
ideal for a large scale DWCE. This is due to the large number of FPGAs, allowing
for the computing resources necessary, and the high network bandwidth between FP-
GAs allowing for the communication of the massive amount of data required when
multiple chips are used. The only missing hardware component is an Analog Front
End (AFE) or a board to convert the RF signals into digital signals and vice versa.
The high level design and terminology is shown in Figure 3.2.
This overview depicts many of the critical components to the system and then
traces out the path that a signal takes through the DBES. The major systems in the
DBES are the Reconfigurable Computing Cluster (RCC), the analog front ends and
the Scenario Compiler (SC). The reconfigurable computing cluster is the cluster of
FPGA nodes that forms the hardware on which the processing takes place. The inputs
to the RCC are the digitized RF signals at baseband, the parameters describing how
to modify the RF signals, and system configuration and calibration information. The
outputs from the RCC are the digitally modified RF signals at baseband and the error
reporting signals. The main components of the RCC are the FPGA nodes which are
designated as Radio Nodes (RN) or Compute Nodes (CN) based on their functionality.
The purpose of the FPGA nodes is to read in signal data, process it with parameters,
and output that data. This process is described in detail in Section 3.1.4. Each
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Figure 3.2: High level DBES schematic. Note that duplicated lines and components
are meant to signify more than one and not an exact count.
are the heart of the entire system as they perform the computations to modify a
single input signal to produce a single output signal. The RNs are connected to the
CNs through a direct connect high speed network formed using the Multi-Gigabit
Transceivers (MGTs) called GTX transceivers as detailed in Section 3.1.5.
The analog front end is what enables the RCC to be a wireless channel emula-
tor. This handles the digitization and reconstruction of RF signals as described in
Section 3.1.3. Critical pieces of this hardware are the Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC), the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), the RF to Baseband (BB) converter,
the BB to RF converter, and the variable attenuators on both the transmit and re-
ceive paths. Exterior to the AFE are splitter/combiner networks that separate out
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the transmitted and received signals.
The scenario compiler takes user input in the form of radio locations, terrain
data, building information, antenna type, etc. and compiles that information into
parameters that can be used by the DWCE. This process is done before the emulation
takes place so that when the DWCE runs, the parameters are already computed and
can simply be fed to the system. This is largely due to the fact that the SC can take
days to compile a scenario. This component is not a principle focus of this thesis.
The development was done by a third party who had a base design that was very
close to the required specifications. The SC is where the user first starts to implement
a test by telling the SC what the environment will be. For purposes of the next few
paragraphs it is assumed that a user has input the scenario, the compilation has taken
place, and parameter data has been loaded on all the FPGA nodes.
A signal starts as an RF signal transmitted from an RF device. This signal goes
through the splitter network and reaches the receive port of the AFE. The AFE has
a variable attenuator that is controlled by its RN which attenuates the signal so that
it is in the correct amplitude range. Next, the signal is converted to baseband and
digitized by the ADC. This data is then sent to the FPGA on the receiving RN. The
first signal component in the RN is the gain control which works with the variable
attenuator. The signal then is processed by a SP core or not. This decision and all
the routing decisions are based on a predetermined layout that is found by the load
balancing algorithm described in Section 3.1.5. Note that any given signal path (from
transmitting RF source to receiving RF sink) only passes through one SP component.
After being processed or not, the signal is passed through a GTX to a compute node.
The compute node receives the signal and again makes a determination on where it
will go next. If it has already been processed by a signal path core it will immediately
go to the appropriate sync-and-sum (depicted by Σ in Figure 3.2) where it will be
synchronized with other signals that have been processed and summed together. If it
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has not then it will either be processed in a SP core and then summed by the sync-
and-sum component or simply forwarded on. The final step in the compute node is
to be output over a GTX to the receiving RN.
The signal now has reached the receiving RN and has it’s final routing decision. If
it has already been processed it will proceed straight to the sync-and-sum component
and if not it will be processed in a SP core and then sent to the sync-and-sum
component. At this point all signals from all the other radios will have been combined
by summation and the transformed signal is ready to be output to the receiving RF
device. The last digital stage is to check the amplitude of the signal and set the
transmitting attenuator appropriately. The signal is then sent to the AFE where it
is reconstructed in the DAC, upconverted to RF, and then output from the DBES.
3.1.3 Analog Front End Design
The AFEs are the intermediary between the RCC and the RF devices and have
two paths as shown in 3.3. The receive path takes the transmitted RF signal from
the RF device, converts it to a baseband signal, digitizes that signal, and sends the
digital signal to the RCC. The transmit path takes the modified digital signal from
the RCC and converts it to an anolog signal, then upconverts that analog signal
to RF. This setup is known as direct RF conversion because it does not use an
Intermediate Frequency (IF) as is common with heterodyne transceivers. There are
many advantages and disadvantages to this setup which will largely be discussed in
the fidelity chapter 4.3. In general, this approach requires less hardware and filtering
which makes it a more inexpensive option; however, there are a lot of implementation
difficulties that require precise calibration to eliminate noise and leakage.
The difference between this AFE and that of traditional radios is significant but
cannot be seen in the schematic. Because the WCE AFE transmitter is connected
to an RF devices receiver and vice versa, the power levels that are dealt with are























Figure 3.3: Analog front end schematic
RF devices receiver must be able to receive very small signals. A typical RF device
will transmit at the highest power level possible, which means that the receive side
of the DBES AFE does not have to be as sensitive as traditional RF device receivers.
Because of this difference the gain control is a very important aspect of the design.
The transmitted output signal can vary over a very large range which is the reason
for the Variable Gain Attenuator (VGA) on the transmit path. A normal RF device
would have no need for this component but it is critical to the DBES.
3.1.4 Radio and Compute Node Design
The radio nodes and the compute nodes are descriptions of the application running
on each FPGA board. The only difference in hardware between a compute node and
a radio node is that a radio node has an analog front end attached to it. This means
that the compute nodes sole duty is to receive, compute, and transmit signal data
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Figure 3.4: Radio node schematic
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 shows the high level design for the radio node and
compute node respectively. The primary purpose for both these nodes is to get signal
data in, processes it, and route it out. The signal input and output for the RN comes
from both the AFE and the GTXs whereas the signal input and output for the CN
are solely through the GTXs. This section will describe the high-level functionality
of the CN and RN.
The FPGA nodes have several major components: the FMC422 Front End, the
RX and TX gain controllers, the parameter delivery system, the error logging system,
the routing system, the sync-and-sum components, the GTXs, and the signal path
cores. The SP cores and the GTXs were described in Section 3.1.2 and will not be
discussed here.
The FMC422 front end includes all the board-level drivers to interface with the
AFE as well as a MicroBlaze that controls the initialization and calibration of the
AFE. The MicroBlaze runs a stand-alone C program largely written by the manufac-
turer of the FMC422 and adapted to be included with this application. The program
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Figure 3.5: Compute node schematic
These tasks include calibrating the gain of the 422, the LO frequency, the IQ balance,
and initializing DAC and ADC. The program resides in DDR3 memory so as to not
take up valuable BRAMs and communicates status messages over the UART.
The parameters are stored on a Solid State Drive (SSD). These parameters are
loaded onto the SSD by another VHDL build and read off the SSD by this application
build. Also included on the SSD are initialization parameters such as which SPs are
on this FPGA, where to route signals, settings for the gain controllers, settings for
the AFE, etc. All the information is located at a known address in memory by the
loading build and is sequentially streamed off the SSD by this build. One detail is the
throttling of the data is done by each SP core. They dictate when another parameter
set is required and the SP Params controller responds.
The Error Logging core is a deceptively important piece of this application. This
core can report various debugging information such as sync-and-sums not synchro-
nizing or GTX core failures; however, it also has a more critical application role. As
will be seen in the fidelity study, many problem can arise due to different scenarios
being introduced to the system. Based on accumulators and multipliers overflow-
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ing or underflowing or problems with the gain control stages, these corner cases can
be inferred. Reporting these corner case occurrences is critical to confidence in the
scenarios validity.
3.1.5 Network Design
The network design for this system is a deceptively challenging problem. Every
radio connected to the system has the possibility of communicating with every other
radio and as such there must be a constant flow of data that can reach from every
radio node to every other radio node. This means that the network must support a
streaming all-to-all broadcast in real time.
The network is formed utilizing the transceivers on the FPGAs. There are eight bi-
directional network connections per FPGA and each FPGA will be directly connected
to another FPGA through one of those connections. Each connection will bundle four
GTX transceivers together to allow for the necessary throughput. This has the added
benefit of reducing the propagation delay from the transmission to the reception of
the data. The goal is to allow every radio node to communicate with every other
radio node in as few hops as possible. The scheme used to do this is to have each
compute node connected to eight different radio nodes such that no two radio nodes
are connected and no two compute nodes are connected. The challenge is to determine
how the connections should be made.
This turns out to be an intractable problem with many solutions. Initially, several
different algorithms were used and after many failed and some successful attempts
completing non-optimal solutions, we found that this problem could be solved op-
timally using a (v, k, t)-Covering Design where v is the number of radio nodes, k is
the number of connections, and t is two indicating the number of groups (RN and
CN). Solving a traditional (v, k, t)-covering yields many sets of k elements. There is
a website dedicated to providing known solutions called the La Jolla Covering Repos-
itory [13]. In our case the number of sets is the number of compute nodes needed,
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Solution to (8,4,2)-covering problem
CN RNA RNB RNC RND
1 1 2 3 4
2 1 5 6 7
3 2 3 5 8
4 4 6 7 8
5 2 3 6 7
6 1 4 5 8
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: (V,k,t)-network example: (a) Shows the application solution for 8 radio
nodes and 4 connections which utilizes 6 compute nodes. (b) The numerical solution
to (8,4,2)-covering. Each row designates the four radio nodes that the enumerated
compute node is connected to.
and the elements of a given set enumerate the radio nodes that the compute node
is connected to. There are different methods for solving a given set of v, k, and
t parameters and no single method can solve arbitrary values of these parameters.
Additionally, for many combinations of parameters it is not possible to create the cov-
ering design. Fortunately for our design it is possible to solve the covering problem.
Using the repository, a solution to the (32,8,2)-covering problem is available online
which has 21 sets each containing eight numbers. This result means that 21 compute
nodes are needed to complete the network and each of those compute nodes will be
connected to eight different radio nodes. This is an optimal solution resulting in 53
total FPGAs needed to realize the application.
For brevity, an example is shown for an eight radio node system with only four
connections per FPGA board. Figure 3.6(a) shows a (8,4,2)-covering solution as it
applies to this application. The repository was used to find that six compute nodes
are needed for this solution. While it appears to be random connections, in fact this
optimally solves the problem of connecting every radio node to each other with two
network hops. The table of data in Figure 3.6(b) shows the set representation of the
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solution. Figure 3.7 is a picture of the back of the DBES that shows the miniSAS-HD
cables being routed. It is included here to visually show the complicated and routing
that the (32,8,2)-network results in.
Figure 3.7: Picture of back of the completed DBES showing the routing of the (32,8,2)-
network
The last component of the network design is how the signals are routed on each
FPGA. How these signals are routed have a major impact on the load required for
each GTX. To illustrate this point lets assume that all signal path components are
located on the compute nodes. For the 32 channel system with 64 FPGA nodes
and 32 compute nodes, this would mean that there needed to be 31 signal paths per
compute node assuming an ideally balanced system. In this case each compute node
would be reading in data from eight different radio nodes, running this data through
various signal path components, and then outputting the resulting data back out. In
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the worst case there are seven signals destined for a single radio node. Fortunately,
even in this case all those signals can be summed together to produce only a single
signal that needs to be sent on the transceiver. This means that in this ideal situation
there will always be one signal sent and one signal received from each transceiver at
the sample rate. The issue with this is the computations are not evenly balanced
between the radio and compute nodes. While the radio nodes have some overhead in
dealing with the AFE, they have plenty of space for additional SP cores.
Balancing the Signal Path Core (SPC) load then requires moving SPCs from the
CN to the RN. The signal path core is the VHDL component that performs the
processing for a given signal path. Let’s examine the load balancing case for a single
SPC. On a radio node there are two distinct paths the signal takes. The beginning
path is defined as the path where signals are received from the AFE and sent out to
the GTXs. The ending path is defined as the path where signals are received from a
CN and sent to the AFE. When moving a SPC from a CN to an RN it can either be
put in the beginning path or the ending path. If the SPC is put on a beginning path
then there is an additional signal that is being produced which must be sent to a CN.
Therefore, in this case the amount of network traffic increases from a RN to a CN
by one signal path. If instead the SPC is moved to the ending path, an unmodified
signal must be sent to the RN that has not gone through a SPC and therefore cannot
be summed at the CN. This results in additional traffic through the network from
the CN to the RN of one signal path. Therefore, it is possible to balance the SPC
load by moving SPCs from CNs to RNs at the tradeoff of adding load to the network.
Moreover, the network load from RN to CN and from CN to RN can be balanced by
choosing to place a SPC in either the beginning or ending paths of the RN.
Balancing both the network and SPC load could be done by hand; however this
would take a long time so an algorithm was designed to automate this process. This
algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.8. The load distribution algorithm starts with an
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Figure 3.8: Signal path and networking load balancing algorithm
initial state where all SPCs are on the CNs and then proceeds to randomly select an
SPC and either move it to it’s beginning RN path, it’s ending RN path, or leaving
it on the CN. It proceeds through each SPC and determines a possible location until
the loads are balanced. Once a SPC has been moved to a RN, it is considered to
be locked in place and it is not moved again. In order to assure the algorithm will
finish, it is looped a set number of times through every SPC. The SPCs are randomly
ordered to help distribute the load. Also, the first time through, only one SPC can be
on each beginning and ending RN path and this increases by one for every iteration.
Again, this has the effect of load balancing. This is good because it ensures a specific
number of steps to be taken, even if a solution is not found. The algorithm is not
guaranteed to find any solution, or an optimal solution for that matter. In fact it
can succeed or fail based on the random seed that is given to the ordering of the
SPCs. This was an easy solution that works in many cases for a complicated ordering
challenge and research on it was halted after finding a solution that worked.
After the network is formed by the (v,k,t)-network, and the location of the signal
paths have been finalized, the signals in each FPGA must be routed to and from
their respective GTX connections. To complicate matters a different configuration
can occur on each FPGA. It is not feasible to build a new FPGA image for each
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FPGA, so a configurable routing system was developed that attempted to use as few
resources as possible. The RN and CN designs shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 shows
this routing. This system includes several components including the signal path to
GTX mux, the GTX to signal path mux, the crossbar switch, and the sync-and-sum
component. Each is a critical piece of the routing.
Fortunately, not all of these components have to be configured at runtime as the
SP-to-GTX mux and GTX-to-SP mux can be identical from node to node. They
are designed with predetermined signal path connections. If a connection has a ready
signal at it’s input then the path is used, otherwise nothing is transmitted. The ready
signal is a single bit signal that is sent along with the data that when high indicates
that there is data ready to be processed. These two systems behave just as the
name suggests, they multiplex signals over the GTX connection on the transmitting
FPGA, and then multiplex them back out on the receiving FPGA. GTX is a serial
transmission line and as signals come in to the SP-to-GTX they are queued to be
sent over the line. Each signal path has a pre-determined location in the queue so
that on the GTX-to-SP side, no control messages are needed to know which signal
goes where. The biggest challenge with this component was dealing with the clock
correction that happens on the GTX and ensuring that a steady stream of data leaves
the GTX-to-SP component. The clock correction event occurs so that the GTX cores
can synchronize their clocks. The result is that user data is blocked for several clock
cycles. Normally this is not an issue, but with this application the data must arrive
every Nth clock cycle, where N is the multiple of the FPGA clock rate as compared
to the ADC clock rate. To ensure this steady stream even when data is stopped, a
buffer was used on the output of each signal path that would only send out a signal
every Nth sample. During the clock correction the buffer’s data would be consumed
until the clock correction period is over. At this point, there is data buffered in the
SP-to-GTX that gets sent over the GTX connection quickly. This fills the buffers
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on the GTX-to-SP side again because the data arrives faster than it is sent out.
Interestingly, the amount of buffering to be done is calibrated by doing nothing. On
the first clock correction event, the GTX-to-SP buffers are completely emptied, and
data is missed. After that, the SP-to-GTX sends over it’s buffered data and fills the
GTX-to-SP buffer with the right amount of excess data. This only happens once,
just after the DBES is started so it does not affect a scenario being run.
The sync-and-sum and the crossbar switch need to be uniquely configured on
each FPGA. The sync-and-sum has been defined in passing throughout this section,
but to reiterate here: it synchronizes the signals coming to the component and then
sums them together to be output. The synchronization occurs at startup and is
determined by when the ready signals first arrive to the component. The component
has buffers on each of the input lines and will pull from all the buffers at the same
time: when all of the valid signal paths have a ready signal. Because all the ready
signals from each input signal are started at the same time, simply waiting until each
valid signal path has a ready signal arrive at the sync-and-sum component calibrates
for any differences in propagation delay between each of the signal path signals. This
is where the configuration comes into play; each sync-and-sum component must be
told which input paths it will receive ready signals from. The last component is the
crossbar switch, which performs exactly as it’s name suggests. Any input can be
mapped to any output based on configuration data sent to the switch. The only
major challenge with this component is timing because it could be routing signals
from one side of the chip to the other side of the chip. Both these components are
configured by configuration parameters that are read in from the solid state drive at
startup. They can also be programmed by ethernet at run-time, but that is typically
only for debugging operations.
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3.2 Signal Path Design
Any DWCE is built around implementing an equation to modify the input signals
to produce one or more output signals. The equation implemented in this design is a
tapped delay line equation and is shown in Equation 3.2. Other methods utilized for
channel emulation are Sum of Sinusoids (SoS) equation and filtered white Gaussian
noise. The SoS equations are frequently utilized in traditional processors because
they can be implemented very efficiently to reduce run time or increase simulation
capability. The aim of both these models is to produce a signal with the same au-
tocorrelation and Doppler power spectrum as a Rician or Rayleigh fading channel.
The issue with these fading channels is that they are statistical approximations of
the signal path environment. What is desired in this implementation is to reproduce
the environment as accurately as possible. This precludes the use of any statistical
models.
This section first describes the theory behind this signal path design and then
discusses the core that was created to implement the theoretical model. Finally, the
Doppler Shift implementation is discussed as special care is needed to ensure a clean
signal is generated.
3.2.1 Tapped Delay Line Theory of Operation and Derivation
This TDL equation (and the hardware and software used to implement it) maps
every input signal to one output signal.
yν(i, d, α, ω, t) =
M∑
m=1
αm (xi(i− dm(i)))ejdm(i)ωrf (3.2)
The α parameter is the attenuation and the d parameter is the delay. These are
summed over m multipath elements. Each multipath describes a single propagation
path the transmitted signal takes from its source to the receiver. In urban models,
because of reflections and refractions from buildings, there can be many multipath
elements per signal path. The exponential term performs a frequency shift make an
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adjustment for the Doppler effect that will be described in more detail in the next
paragraph. An excellent description of the equation resides on page 183 of [27] and
the derivation of this equation follows in the remainder of this section.
A Signal Path refers to the RF environment between a transmitting and receiv-
ing radio. The Signal Path Equation describes the mathematics behind altering a
transmitted RF signal to account for the real world environment. Equation 3.3 is a






The goal of this section is to mathematically show that the DBES implements
equation 3.3. Because of hardware and real-world limitations the equation directly
implemented by the DBES (equation 3.2) is not identical to the desired result. Several
operations are done that can be shown to be mathematically equivalent to the original
equation within a specified bandwidth. First, the input signal is brought down from
the RF frequency of interest to baseband. This is done in the analog domain and
then digitized into In-Phase and Quadrature components. The attenuation for this
step is set for a given input in order to maximize the range of the Analog to Digital
Converters (ADCs). This inherently limits the RF frequency range of interest around
a bandwidth that is predetermined and fixed for the duration of a experiment. This
conversion is described in equation 3.4.
xs[n] = x(nts)e
−jωRFnts (3.4)
Note that the signal is now in the digital domain. Also, filtering is done on these
signals but is omitted here for clarity sake. It is assumed here that appropriate
filtering has been performed to ensure no aliasing has been introduced. After the
signal has been digitized it can proceed through the signal path modifications as
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shown previously in equation 3.2. The final step is to send the modified signal through
a DAC and upconvert it to RF which can be described by equation 3.5.
y(t) = ys[t]e
jωRF t where: nts < t < (n+ 1)ts (3.5)
The remainder of the proof is substituting each of the equations 3.4, 3.2, and 3.5
together and simplifying to show that it is identical to equation 3.3. The first step is
substituting the downconversion equation 3.4 into the digital signal path equation 3.2.








αm[nts]x(nts − d(nts))× e−jωrfnts (3.7)
The result of equation 3.7 is ys[n], which is a representation of the signal after it
has passed through the signal path. Note here that the signal is not at the correct
frequency at this point. Equation 3.8 shows the substitution of the upconversion








αm(t)x(t− d(t)) where: nts < t < (n+ 1)ts (3.9)
The differences between the ideal equation 3.3 and the derived equation 3.9 are
due to sampling, but this shows that they are indeed theoretically equivalent. There
are many implementation factors and corner cases that will result in errors. This is
one primary focus of the validation study, to identify and explore these factors. The
point made here is that in an ideal system the equation used produces a TDL model
in the analog world.
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3.2.2 Signal Path FPGA Implementation
The biggest obstacle to the creation of a large scale DWCE is the number of com-
putations that must be performed by the system in real time. As addressed in the
introduction the amount of computations depends on the number of radios and the
signal bandwidth. Specific to this equation, it is also proportional to the number of
propagation paths emulated per signal path. By examining this relationship it can be
seen that the same basic components are repeated many times. This fundamentally
means that by designing this component it becomes possible to get an accurate esti-
mate on the size of any DWCE you might build with this equation. For this reason,
a large effort was done to implement this block in VHDL as efficiently as possible. It
took several iterations to find the best design and ultimately one design was found
that can optimally pipeline and parallelize the signal path to use a few resources
as possible. A major challenge is that the optimization is dependent on the signal
bandwidth, the number of multipath computations, and the FPGA processing clock
rate. First the system was designed as a completely pipelined system. Assuming a
sufficiently fast FPGA clock rate, all the computations could be pipelined such that
all the multipath calculations including the attenuation, the delay look up, and the
frequency shift can utilize the same hardware.
There are two issues with an entirely pipelined implementation. First, the adder
used to accumulate all these signals must have a delay of one. Unfortunately, running
at even a moderate clock rate, a typical one clock cycle delay adder does not exist for
the bit-width required. A solution to this problem is based on the approach in [24]
that utilized 3:2 compressors. The hardware for this component is identical to a
normal adder having N full adders where N is the number of bits, with the exception
that the carry logic is not connected and is instead pulled out as an output. This
alleviates the timing constraints of the carry logic and allows for a sum to occur for
any bit-length of number in one clock cycle. The result is such that the sum of the
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Figure 3.9: Signal path design
output two numbers is identical to the sum of the input three numbers. This allows
for an accumulation to occur with every clock cycle and once the accumulation is
completed a normal sum can occur on the final two numbers to get the result. This
utilizes much less hardware than other alternatives such as an adder tree.
The second issue with the fully-pipelined implementation is that the FPGA clock
speed must be greater than the signal bandwidth multiplied by the number of mul-
tipath computations. Utilizing in-phase and quadrature components allows for a
sample rate equivalent to the signal bandwidth. With modern FPGAs a clock rate
of 300 MHz or higher is possible for this design; however, this is not fast enough for
many scenarios. A typical scenario consisting of a signal bandwidth of 30 MHz and
30 multipath calculations would result in a clock rate requiring 900 MHz. Also, fu-
ture wide-band waveforms will support bandwidths over 100 MHz. To support these
concerns it must be possible to parallelize the computations.
The most straightforward solution to parallelization turns out to be the best. By
simply replicating everything in the signal path including the signal buffer, parameter
buffer, signal processing element and the 3:2 compressor, parallelization is achieved.
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An alternative design was considered that used only one signal buffer. By utilizing
the taps of multiple BRAM elements in a singular signal buffer it is possible to only
store the signal once and still have the throughput necessary. This design was created;
however, the size of the logic on the FPGA turned out to be too large because of the
necessity of dealing with memory contention where all the indices of interest for a
given sample cycle were in the same BRAM. The most efficient method to sum the
resulting signals was to utilize an N :2 compressor where N was the number of paths
multiplied by two. The N :2 compressor was formed by making a tree utilizing N − 1
3:2 compressors. The final design for this component given a parallelization factor of
three is shown in Figure 3.9.
The parameter delivery system is a critical sub-component and was designed to
allow for rapid parameter changes while a signal is being processed. A specialized
parameter memory system and delay chain was utilized to address timing concerns
with the delivery of parameters to each component. This system allows for parameter
changes well in excess of 1 MHz with no change to the processing components. This
was considered to be more than sufficient as an update rate of 1 kHz should be
sufficient to replicate real-world scenarios. The VHDL was written utilizing generics
so that any configuration of pipelining and parallelization could be utilized. In this
way it can be tailored to any given situation.
3.2.2.1 Doppler Shift Implementation
The Doppler Shift is one of the important channel effects this equation emulates.
A Doppler shift is a spreading or contacting of the frequency space. To accomplish this
we use the indexing to the signal buffer. A Doppler shift can be thought of as samples
arriving consecutively earlier or later to the receiver as compared to a static scenario.
Therefore the effect of changing the delay from sample to sample is a Doppler shift.
Just as in the real-world, as the delay changes this compresses or expands the signal
produced by this equation. By simply taking the real-world delay and using that
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to index the signal buffer a Doppler shift is inferred. As mentioned in Section 3.2,
the parameters are delivered with a certain frequency and the delay is interpolated
between parameter periods so that there could be a different delay parameter for
every sample period. This is key to producing an accurate spreading and contracting
of the entire frequency space emulated. Using the delay in this manner works out
very well because a concern with this is that you can run out of Buffer space (either
addressing too early or too late) by doing a Doppler Shift. This is actually not a
problem because if we constrain the parameter sets to model the real world then the
delay will never go below zero and therefore we will never run out of Buffer space.
There are several issues with this implementation that must be accounted for: the
delay interpolation, the signal interpolation, and the RF frequency correction. These
factors make this equation much more difficult to implement in terms of coding and
the amount of computations performed which has a dramatic impact on the size of the
system as shown in the results section. Additionally, there are a few VHDL features
that are utilized to ideally realize this implementation that are also described in this
section.
The first issue is the delay interpolation. The parameter update rate is variable
but is typically around one millisecond which means that the parameters update
much more slowly than the sample rate. If the delay were not interpolated, a rapid
phase jump would occur between the two samples that surround a parameter update.
While over a long period of time, this statistically produces a Doppler effect, the
time series of the signal output does not look correct at all as it would appear to
be on the original frequency with sudden phase jumps. To solve this issue the delay
parameter can be interpolated between parameter periods. This results in a smooth
change in the delay at the signal’s sample rate and a continuous signal with no quick
phase jumps is the result. The question now is what type of interpolation should
be performed. The two most basic interpolation schemes that could work in this
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situation are linear and cubic. Other schemes like cosine interpolation, while more
basic than cubic in terms of ease of implementation, would not be appropriate as
the delay is not periodic. The advantages of a cubic interpolation is the error is
reduced and the resulting delay is differentiable whereas the delay produced by a
linear interpolation would only be continuous. Ultimately, the linear interpolation
scheme was used because the differentiability of the delay parameter is not an issue
and the linear interpolation utilizes many times less resources than the cubic.
The second issue is the signal interpolation. Changes in delays on the order of
100’s of picoseconds will have a noticeable effect on the Doppler Spectrum of a signal.
The problem is the sample period of the signals is usually around 15 nanoseconds.
This means that it is necessary to know what the signal level is in between samples.
The only way of doing this is interpolation. The question of what type of interpolation
is much more difficult for the signal and the delay; however, the resulting answer is
still the same. Linear interpolation, while it produces the highest error, was much
easier to implement and only takes up a fraction the amount of resources on the
FPGA as compared to higher order interpolation schemes. This made the benefits
for going to higher order interpolation schemes not justifiable. However, this is a point
of investigation for the validation study and if the linear interpolation is not good
enough, higher order schemes could be implemented. Both the noise generated by the
Doppler Effect and the accuracy of the frequency selective fading can be improved by
higher order schemes. Additionally, simulation of the system showed that digitally
upsampling the signal to a higher sampling rate can also improve the noise seen
but this comes at the cost of increased computation and memory requirements and
increased propagation delay.
The last factor is the exponential multiplication. The term ejdm(i)ωrf is utilized to
correct for the fact that the signal is at baseband. If the signal were digitized at the
RF frequency then the term x(i − dm(i)) would produce the correct Doppler shift.
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However, the signal is not at RF, it is at baseband. In order to produce the correct
shift when the signal is output and upconverted, the baseband signal must be shifted
in frequency. The amount of shift is dependant on the change in delay and the RF
frequency. Note that if a delay is constant this exponential multiply will only perform
a phase shift. It is not until the delay changes (causing a changing phase shift) that
the frequency shift will be seen.
There are two features that are implemented to realize this scheme in an efficient
manner on an FPGA. The first is the delivery of ”time” to the delay interpolation
and the second is the implementation of a buffer that can produce one write and
two reads every clock cycle. The Delay Parameter Interpolation Counter component
is incremented every sample period and is reset every new parameter period. The
output (called interp out) is a fixed point number that represents a value between
0 and 1 inclusive. The idea is that beginning with a new parameter period interp
out starts at 0.0 and counts up linearly every sample period until the next parameter
period when interp out equals one before cycling back to 0.0. There are two key
challenges with this implementation. First, the value of ’1.0’ must be represented by
a power of 2. This is done by using a regular counter and then multiplying by the
parameter period divided by the sample period. Second, you must insure that as soon
as interp out equals 1 the next parameter period starts with the next signal period.
Logic is built into this component to suggest to the parameter delivery component
when it is time to update parameters. So long as the parameter delivery component
has parameters, then it will update when told to do so. If it doesn’t have parameters
then the parameter delivery is not timed correctly.
The second feature has to do with the signal buffer. It is necessary to read out
two addresses every clock cycle and potentially to write one in. This means that a
traditional memory component cannot be used as it is not capable of this; instead,
two memory components are instantiated. Data is written into the components in a
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ping-pong fashion where each consecutive sample entering the system is written to the
opposite memory component as the previous sample. Because interpolation occurs
between two consecutive samples, this ping-pong memory assures that data from both
memory components are read every clock cycle. Based upon the read address, the
buffer will output data at that read address and at the previous read address. These
two data points are then interpolated according to the interpolated delay value.
3.2.3 Gain Control Design
This section discusses theoretical gain control system that can improve the dy-
namic amplitude range of the input and output of the DBES. These components
were designed and implemented but not perfected and as a result they were turned
off for the experiments. It is included here because this is a novel concept that will
be implemented in the future.
Radios are capable of receiving and transmitting over wide ranges of power. Many
radios will vary their transmit strength by 30 dB or more depending on scenario
conditions. The Radios receive side is even more dynamic as many can receive a
90 dB range of signals or greater. This large range is difficult for any DWCE to
reproduce. The problem is that without gain control, the dynamic amplitude range
of the system is defined by the number of bits in the ADC and DAC. For example, if
there are 16-bits on the DAC then the maximum amplitude that can be produced is
represented by 0x8FFF or a logical zero in the first bit location (indicating a positive
value) with the remaining bits all logical one’s. The smallest analog value that can
be represented is 0x0001 or all zeros except for the least significant bit. This means
that the largest value is 215 times greater than the smallest value. This is equivalent
to saying the output has a range of 90.3 dB. This sounds good; however, several bits
are required to create a modulated signal.
The number of bits required is waveform dependant, but you can assume that if a
waveform needs X dB of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to operate, then it would need
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that equivalent number of bits in the DBES for the DBES to emulate that signal
without incident. If a waveform needs 30 dB of SNR, the DBES needs at least 5 bits
to represent that signal (30 / 20 log 25). This means that 30 dB is now lost from
the dynamic range of the DBES since bit errors will occur in the radio if the DBES
cannot digitally represent the signal. The only way to gain that range back is to
use gain control. If there is an attenuator on the transmit side of the DBES then it
could attenuate the signal to the appropriate power level and then use more bits to
represent the signal. This can conceptually be thought of as analog floating point,
where the attenuation sets the gain (or exponent) for the DAC signal (the mantissa).
A similar setup can be used on receive side that is called the Receive Gain Control
(RGC). The RGC is there to improve the dynamic range on the receive side of the
DBES. If a radio transmits a very large signal and then a very small signal, the RGC
can compensate for this. The RGC is set up just like a traditional Automatic Gain
Control (AGC) for radios, only the algorithm is slightly different to accommodate the
fact that the signal is not going over the air and uses knowledge of general waveform
behavior instead of specific waveform behavior.
Both the transmit and the receive sections have an gain control component that
adjusts the attenuators on the AFE in an effort to increase the amplitude dynamic
range of the system, although they were bypassed for the final experiments. In a
perfect world both attenuators could be utilized to change the amplitude of the signal
to the right level without any loss of information; however, the propagation time of
the signal and the switching time of the attenuators eliminate that notion. These
factors guarantee that whenever the attenuator is changed, an error in the signal is
sure to follow. Because of this, both receive and transmit algorithms are written to
change as infrequently as possible.
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3.3 Hardware Design
This section covers material that was published at the FPL conference in 2012 [7].
The physical implementation of the system is a custom computing machine using
FPGA nodes similar to the Spirit cluster at the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte [28]. The two main differences are the FPGA technology (Spirit is based
on the older Virtex 4) and the presence of an interface for the analog front end. Initial
investigations revealed that the Virtex 4’s networking and computing capabilities
were insufficient to meet the high requirements targeted for the DWCE; however the
Virtex 6 SX was sufficient. The critical differences are described below. After the
reason for expanding the cluster is defined, critical design decisions for the new cluster
will be detailed and this solution laid out. In addition to the FPGA Cluster, there
are two more boards that had to be fabricated before the cluster could be used as a
DWCE: the analog front end board and the transmit receive and calibration board
known as the TRCal board. The AFE has the ADC/DAC and RF up and down
converters to translate a radio signal into a digital signal and vice versa. The TRCal
board is used to interface between the AFE and the radio.
The Virtex 4 FX chips on the Spirit cluster have limited resources as compared to
Virtex 6 chips. After the initial Signal Path Core was developed; logic, DSP cores, and
memory were all found to be limiting factors for different aspects of the application.
The Spirit FPGA, the V4 FX60 has about 56 thousand Logic Elements, 232 DSP
cores, and 4,176 Kbits of memory. At the time of investigation, one signal path core
used 42 DSP cores. This would only allow for five signal path cores per FPGA which
was not sufficient for the application. The new FPGA designated for the cluster is
the V6 475SX and has 476 thousand logic elements, 2016 DSP cores, and 38,304 kbits
of memory, which is generally a 10x improvement in all categories and is sufficient for
the DWCE application.
In the last two generations of FPGAs Xilinx has focused on increasing the net-
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working capabilities of the chips by increasing the number of their Multi-Gigabit
Transceivers (MGT). These MGTs have been given multiple names and the ones on
the V6 chips are called GTX transceivers. From the V4 MGTs to the V6 GTXs the
speed improvement is moderate going from a measured 4.4 Gbps on Spirit [29] to a
theoretical 5 Gbps a V6 −1 speed grade. However, the SPIRIT cluster could only uti-
lize 8 MGTs and the new cluster will utilize 32 GTXs for networking. These changes
will result in a 4.5× improvement in networking bandwidth between the two systems.
This is critical because in order to meet an application requirement of 30 MHz signal
bandwidth for 32 radios, it is necessary for each FPGA to receive 31 different signals
at 65 MHz sample rate where each sample is 44 bits. This results in 89 Gbps of
data, excluding overhead, which is much more than the theoretical single-direction
maximum of the Spirit FPGA node at 35.2 Gbps.
The decision for which FPGA to utilize was a difficult one to make. Initially, the
V6 240LX chip was targeted because of the ideal price-to-performance range. Unfor-
tunately, after the network was designed we found that in order to meet networking
requirements additional transceivers were needed. The network bandwidth was a
critical factor to meet the signal bandwidth requirements. Additionally, bundling
the transceivers into groups of four was necessary to reduce the number of physical
connections to and from the board. This also agrees with the FPGA hardware de-
sign as groups of four utilize a single clock on the FPGA. Breaking that grouping
results in additional complexity and reduced performance. Using the V6 240LX chip
and it’s 24 GTXs we could only achieve six connections for each FPGA. A (32,6,2)-
network solution would require 38 compute nodes which is 17 more FPGA boards
than a (32,8,2)-network (see Section 3.1.5 on (V,k,t)-networks). In other words, 17
less FPGA nodes are needed if eight connections are used versus six connections.
This led us to decide on a larger chip with more network capability. The next largest
size V6 LX FPGA with more transceivers is the 550LX. It’s 36 GTX connections
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allowed for eight physical network connections and an additional four transceivers
for other connections such as SATA SSDs. The eight physical connections were also
necessary to create a four dimensional torus which is an ideal connection for many
applications. In the end, the 475SX chip was chosen because it had 36 transceivers
and the additional DSP elements and memory improved application performance.
Once the FPGA was chosen it was necessary to determine what will house the
FPGA. An exhaustive online search revealed that there was nothing that could meet
the needs of the system that was commercially available. The principle problem was
that they did not provide the connections that were required for the system. It was
critical to have at least one connection for the AFE, one connection for a SATA
SSD, and 8 connections that utilized 4 transceivers each. These specific requirements
could not be met by COTS board. It was determined that a custom board would
be needed. Unfortunately, this became a common trend for all the hardware in the
system. Principle to what board we would use was how it was to be stored, cooled,
and powered. Many different chassis were looked at including AMC, ATCA, and
MicroTCA. At first these were not desirable because the backplane on the chassis
was over-engineered for networking between the payload slots as compared to our
needs. Additionally, we found it difficult to physically fit all the connections necessary
on many sized boards. We thought to make a custom solution but realized that
determining power constraints and cooling was a major challenge and leveraging the
current standards would be ideal. We first looked to the AMC standard but it was very
large. While it could meet all the connection requirements the density of the cards
in the rack was low necessitating extra racks for the system. In the end we settled
with a double-width full-height MicroTCA 0.4 chassis. This utilizes an ideal amount
of space and with the utilization of the RTM board can house all the connections
necessary.






























Figure 3.10: µTCA implementation showing AMC, RTM, and FMC boards utilized
in the chassis
boards that would support our needs. Because of the 32 GTX network connections
and the use of a SATA SSD, no commercial boards were found. Fortunately, there
was a board that utilized 90% of the functionality that was needed. This board was
leveraged and expanded to get all the connections we required. The Rear Transition
Module (RTM) that is used with this specification added sufficient front and rear
panel real estate to allow for the necessary connections as shown in Figure 3.10. The
AMC board houses the FPGA, memory, and two FMC cards and the RTM contains
the SATA drive and all the network connections. The backplane provides power,
gigabit Ethernet, clocking, and board control.
The analog front end is another critical component. This component consisted
of an ADC, DAC, and IF-RF up and down converters. Initially it was thought that
we could find COTS components, utilizing an ADC-DAC FMC card and exterior
IF-RF converters. The main issue is that traditional IF solutions are too expensive,
so alternative solutions were looked into. Finally, we came across a non-traditional
all-in-one design that incorporated all these components onto a single FMC card.
This COTS card unfortunately did not meet all the specifications we needed and as
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: µTCA boards rev. A (a) AMC FPGA board (b) RTM board
such the company was contracted to modify their design to meet all requirements.
The result was a cost effective solution tailored to our needs.
The RTM board is used for additional connectivity and physical space to mount
necessary components. The principle need for the RTM was for the eight mini-
SAS HD cages that are used for the high-speed network. Various form factors were
considered including QSFP+; however, mini-SAS HD had the smallest footprint which
made it ideal for the application. There were plans to utilize the QSFP+ connectors,
however it would have been necessary to use full-height module slots in order to fit
eight connections whereas the mini-SAS could fit eight in a mid-height module. The
RTM includes mounts for two 2.5” Solid State Drives (SSDs) that will be used for
parameter storage and delivery and two eSATA connections that can either be used
for additional storage or for an auxiliary ring network. There are only three GTX
transcievers for these four connections, so either two SSDs and one eSATA can be
used, or one SSD and two eSATA. A soldering change is necessary to convert between
the two, which was necessary to support the high-speed lines. Finally, the RTM
supports a USB connection that will act as a JTAG port for the FPGA, or as a
UART.
The TRCal board is the final board built for the system and is shown in Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.12: TRCal boards and chassis: the RF shield of one board was removed to
view the components underneath.
and stands for Transmit, Receive, and Calibration board. This board interfaces
between the analog front end and the radio and has switching, splitter/combiner,
and attenuation chips to route different types of radios to the analog front end and
ensure the power going into the AFE is appropriate. It allows for either an antenna
connection that has the transmitted and received signals on the same cable, or a full
duplex connection that has transmit and receive signals separated on two different
cables. It also has a calibration capabilities with a second input port to allow a
known signal to be sent to the receive side and the ability to loop the transmitted
signal back onto the receive port. These could allow for automatic calibration of
the system without user intervention but this automation process has not yet been
implemented. There is a microHDMI connection on the front of each FMC422 board
that contains a few digital lines that can be set with by the FPGA on the 6113. A
simple component was written in VHDL to interface with the chips on the TRCal
board to program the switches and attenuators. Parameters for the component can
be set at startup through the solid state drive, or at runtime with the DBES GUI
over ethernet.
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Figure 3.13: Wireless InSite parameter input
3.4 Scenario Compiler: REMCOM Wireless InSite
This section will describe the REMCOM Wireless InSite software used to generate
the parameters, and will also describe the propagation models used. The REMCOM
software has some of the highest fidelity RF modeling tools available on the market
and they have also done a lot of work to speed up the runtime of their simulations.
These two factors lead it to be an ideal software for the DBES.
3.4.1 Wireless InSite GUI
The GUI for Wireless InSite enables the creation and manipulation of different
scenarios. REMCOM performed a significant amount of work to achieve the capability
presented in this section and much of the theory was published at the ACES conference
in 2013 [16]. Figure 3.13 shows the front end software that allows you to change each
individual radios characteristics. Figure 3.14 shows the three dimensional view of the
scenario and allows you to interact with the different radios routes and edit terrain
and buildings. From the point of view of the DBES system the goal for this software
is to accurately model the scenario. For a more detailed description on the software
please see the REMCOM website (www.remcom.com/wireless-insite).
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Figure 3.14: Wireless InSite 3D scenario input
3.4.2 RF Propagation Model
After a scenario has been defined it is necessary to generate the parameters that
define the RF environment of that scenario which can be then given to the DBES.
There exist many different models that have differing theoretical approaches to mod-
eling the real world in this manner and they can generally be broken into three
categories: statistical models, Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) models and
ray tracing models. Of these the ray tracing models are the best to use with the
DBES. The FDTD models are not the best to be used with the DBES because cur-
rent models do not generally break down each individual wave front that passes over
a receiver. This means that while the amplitude results could be used as an input
to the DBES, the individual propagation paths are inherently summed at each point
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in the model which makes it difficult to pull that information back out to give to
the DBES. Many different statistical models exist but the most common are Rician
and Rayleigh fading models. They define a statistical distribution of received power
strength that can be seen in certain scenarios. In general, these models do not break
out individual propagation paths and instead attempt to define how the cumulative
received power will vary over time. If this variation over time is long enough to be
appropriately sampled by the parameter update rate of the DBES then these models
are easy to implement by simply changing the attenuation of a given signal path over
time. The advantage of statistical models is that they can be easily set up and used;
however, they are not accurate to a specific real world scenario unless that scenario
falls under very specific conditions. Additionally, the signal delay and Doppler is not
directly included in most statistical models which further limits their usefulness.
The DBES was designed for use with ray tracing models. These models break
down the RF environment to many different propagation paths between transmitter
and receiver. The different propagation paths are caused by the reflection and/or re-
fraction of the RF wave as it travels through the environment. This is the reason that
Wireless InSite was chosen. There are many different algorithms used of computing
these path and the REMCOM software used by the DBES selects from one of three:
full 3D tracing model, vertical plane model, X3D model. The full 3D model is the
most computationally expensive model and traces all the rays from each transmitter
to each receiver at every time step. REMCOM uses some approximation techniques,
but the purpose is to have little impact to the fidelity of the model. The vertical plane
model is good for open spaces with hilly terrain. It is a two dimensional ray tracing
algorithm which only investigates one plane orthogonal to the surface of the Earth
along the line connecting the transmitter and receiver. The rays traced largely focus
on ground and atmospheric effects: refractions over the tops of hills and reflections
off the ground, mountains, and the upper atmosphere where applicable. This is a less
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computationally expensive model good for rural terrain over larger distances but can
be very inaccurate in the presence of buildings. The final model is another full 3D
model that makes large assumptions about an urban environment. It typically at-
tempts to find the four different propagation paths where applicable: line-of-sight and
to the left, to the right, and over top of an obstruction. This makes for a significantly
lower computational time and generally finds the three to five largest propagation
paths. This model is a good middle ground sacrificing a little fidelity for large gains
in computation time.
All the ray tracing models produce M different propagation paths for each trans-
mitter and receiver pair at every time step. Each propagation path can be defined
by the path loss (A), signal propagation time (d), and the phase shift incurred by
reflections (φ). These are the parameters sent to the DBES that define the RF envi-
ronment: one set of A, d, and φ for each M propagation path, for each signal path, for
each time step. The φ parameter has not yet been implemented at the time of writing
this dissertation and is not included in any of the evaluation experiments. There is
a straightforward method for including this parameter into the signal path core that
only uses a single additional adder per parallel path. Unfortunately straightforward
does not mean that it can be quickly included because changes would have to be
made to many components to deliver the parameter to the signal path core and the
timing of the signals going through the core would have to be altered to take into
account the delay of the addition.
3.5 DBES Control Graphical User Interface
This section describes the DBES Control Graphical User Interface (GUI) used
to control the DBES. This tool acts as the control system for the DBES provides
a method for a user to quickly access DBES functionality. This GUI is actually a
critical part of the system because without it, getting the system up and running
would take too much time to be feasible. It proved invaluable to the development
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of the VHDL by reducing the amount of time the developers needed to get a design
onto the FPGAs and debug the added features. It is really a developers tool in it’s
current state but the plan for the GUI is to allow anyone with a little training to
be able to use the DBES. The author had little to do with the actual programming
of this software and it’s underlying functionality, but did provide guidance in it’s
development.
The DBES Control GUI functionality includes: parameter translation from the
scenario compiler to the DBES, configuration setup of the DBES, loading parameters
and configuration to the SSDs on each FPGA, starting and stoping the signals and
the emulation, and 6113 board control including reseting, loading images to, and
booting the FPGA. Each of these tasks requires a significant amount of automation
to perform on a large scale. For example, booting one FPGA over JTAG is easy, but
doing that 52 times is not feasible. To handle this several different systems had to be
implemented. The FPGA must be loaded on power-up with a ”Golden Boot” image
that has a processor which communicates over Ethernet and has interface to the Flash
memory. The GUI can then communicate with the FPGA and write bit files over
Ethernet to the FPGA, which then stores those images in Flash memory. At that
point the GUI can tell the FPGA to reset itself and boot itself with the bitstream
loaded into flash memory. Each of the GUI functionalities listed previously have a
complicated set of tasks that must be done, which is why automation is critical when
using this many FPGAs.
Figure 3.15 shows the GUI and commonly used windows. It was known that the
functionality and display of the GUI would evolve with time and the developer of this
GUI had the excellent idea to split all the functionality into different windows so that
it would be easy to visualize different combinations of information by bringing up and
positioning different windows. This also assisted the development by compartmen-
talizing the functionality and easily allowing pieces of the GUI to be edited without
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affecting the entire program. This figure shows the DBES Session window where
different parameter sets can be selected, the FPGA Session Control (FSC) window
which is the interface to the golden boot FPGA image, the DBES Chassis Status
that shows each FPGAs status, and the Network configuration that allows the user
to send parameter messages to specific FPGAs. There are also windows for setting
up the DBES configuration, viewing REMCOM generated scenarios, and compiling
Matlab generated parameters.
Figure 3.15: DBES control GUI showing commonly used windows
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Figure 3.16: Two node run-by scenario described in the use case
3.6 DBES Use Case
This section will describe how to operate the DBES in it’s current state at the time
of writing this dissertation. The section will detail how to set up a scenario, use an
RF Propagation model to generate parameters, input those parameters to the DBES,
and run the scenario with actual wireless devices. There are plans to automate much
of this process to make the DBES easier to use, but that is future work that will not
be included in this dissertation.
3.6.1 Generating Parameters
As mentioned there are many ways to generate parameters and this use case will
focus on using Matlab to generate a simple scenario; however, it will also describe
how parameters generated from Wireless In-site can be compiled and loaded onto the
DBES. The scenario chosen has a stationary radio and another radio moving very
quickly in a straight line past that radio and is shown in Figure 3.16. This figure was
generated from the Wireless InSite and DBES GUI software and the scenario was
first run with the Wireless InSite software. This software found that the reflections
created by the wall were not large enough to be used and as such only the line-of-sight
path is taken into account.
This single path was described by placing the radios on a cartesian grid where
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one is at the origin and the other moves on a straight line. The line was placed such
that it came to 100 meters from the first radio. Time is established from zero to
five minutes with millisecond steps. The distance between the two radios can now
be calculated according to the Pythagorean Theorem. From the distance, both the
delay and attenuation values can be found. The attenuation was found using a free-
space path loss model (Equation 3.10) and the delay is found by simply dividing the
distance by the speed of light. This is just one example and it could be made more
complicated or changed to suit different needs; however, even this small model was
taxing on the memory of the computer I was using. Complicated scenarios would








After the parameters are generated they must be transformed into a form that
can be stored on the solid state drive and read in by the DBES. In this use case study,
this functionality is done by a Matlab script, but if the REMCOM software is used it
is done with the DBES GUI. The Matlab script and the DBES GUI are functionally
equivalent in this regard, with the exception that the GUI has the capability to
compile data more quickly because it can use multiple CPU cores at the same time and
C++ is inherently faster than Matlab. A file is generated for each FPGA that contains
a sequence of 64-bit parameters and commands. The FPGA will ultimately read this
parameter file from start to finish in order, so the location in the file determines the
time the parameter will be read. Each 64-bit parameter contains an SPI, MPI, shift,
mantissa, and delay data. The Signal Path Index (SPI) specifies a specific signal
path component on the FPGA and is a 6-bit integer value. The Multi-Path Index
(MPI) specifies the propagation path of the given signal path to load the parameters
onto and is a 4-bit integer value. The attenuation parameter is split into the shift
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and mantissa values because it was more computationally effective to do this way
than have single large multiplier. This is done by equations 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13.
The mantissa is in 1.15 fixed point notation and the shift is a 5-bit integer. The
X.Y fixed point notation indicates that there are X bits to the right of the decimal
and Y bits to the left of the decimal which means the total size of the parameter is
X + Y bits. The delay parameter is in 13.19 fixed point notation and has units of
sample periods. Equation 3.14 shows how to obtain this number from a delay value
in seconds. At the end of each parameter period, a specific 64-bit command sequence
is used to tell the DBES to wait until the next parameter period before continuing to
read the parameter data. To recap, compiling parameters results in a binary file for
each FPGA in the compute cluster. Each binary file has all the parameters for each
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The parameters are not the only piece of information that is loaded onto the solid
state drive before a test is run. The configuration data is also loaded. As described
toward the end of Section 3.1.5, each FPGA must be configured with a different
routing configuration. In addition, it may be desirable to use a subset of nodes which
would require a different set of configuration data. To achieve this capability, a second
binary file, different from the parameter binary file, is generated that contains the
configuration information. This section describes this process.
The number of wireless devices used in the scenario determines how many DBES
nodes should be utilized. It is possible to use the entire thirty-two node DBES
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configuration and only connect two radios but that is a significant waste of resources
and power. In addition, while the system was still in development, it was not possible
to bring up a full 32 node DBES because of reliability issues. If one of the 52 FPGAs
goes down, even if it isn’t a node that is directly being utilized by a current scenario,
the signal on every node will stop being transmitted. To limit these issues and
use less hardware, different configurations can be loaded into the DBES. A Matlab
script, named the configuration generation program, was written to determine the
parameters that need to be sent to each FPGA for a given set of nodes used. It
simply goes through each signal path component in use and determines how the
various crossbar switches and sync-and-sum components need to be configured to
deliver a signal to and from that signal path. This is iterated for each signal path
in use and then the commands are correlated and a file is generated for each FPGA
which contains all the configuration data that must be sent to each of the routing
components on that FPGA. This Matlab script will eventually be compiled into a
dynamically linked library that the DBES GUI will call to automatically determine
system configuration based on user input. Also included in the configuration data is
a parameter that tells the signal path cores which RF frequency is being used, and
the configuration for the TRCal board.
The output of this configuration generation program is a binary configuration file
for each FPGA that is used in this configuration. The configuration is split into 64-bit
data just as the parameter file is. The order of data in the configuration file does not
matter; however, when the data is loaded onto the solid state drive, the configuration
data must be loaded into the start address with the parameter data starting after
that address.
Lastly, there is a command inserted at the beginning of the parameter data which
prevents the FPGA from reading any more from the solid state drive until a com-
mand is sent over ethernet. This command is referred to as the ”Scenario Start”
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command and allows the FPGA to boot up into a configured state without loading
any parameters into the signal path component. This allows a user to configure the
signal paths over ethernet and initialize the system without running a scenario and
was very useful in the development of the system.
3.6.3 Initializing the DBES
There are several steps that must be taken to initialize the DBES prior to running
the system. At power-on the DBES is automatically loaded with a golden boot image
that has a microblaze processor on it which can use the ethernet, solid state drive,
and flash memory. This golden boot image and the software used to interface with
it was developed by the combined effort of many people in the UNCC RCS Lab.
It’s capability to control the FPGA cluster is unique and powerful tool for any other
project that would use this FPGA cluster. Once the configuration data and the
parameter data files have been created they can be loaded onto the sold state drive of
each FPGA over ethernet using the golden boot image and the DBES GUI software.
The DBES GUI allows a user to select the configuration and parameters they want to
use and then has the ability to load those data files onto the correct SSD. Next, the
DBES GUI can load the DBES RN or CN image into flash memory on each FPGA
node, if that has not already happened. The golden boot images can then reboot
themselves into the RN or CN image loaded in flash. Each FPGA will configure
themselves, initialize the analog front end, and load the configuration parameters
from the solid state drive.
3.6.4 Connecting Radios to the DBES
After generating the parameters, determining the system configuration, and ini-
tializing the DBES, the DBES system is powered up and configured but is not yet
started. At this time, the radios should be connected to the system to ensure they
can communicate prior to starting the scenario. A few more steps must be done to
achieve this. First, each analog front end must be tuned to the correct frequency and
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calibrated at this point using the DBES GUI. Next, the user needs to know what
power levels the radios will be outputting. The power input to the front of the TR-
Cal board cannot be greater than 20dBm. This is for two reasons: first, the TRCal
board’s components can break at higher power levels, and second, this ensures there
is enough isolation between the channels of the DBES so that they will not be able
to communicate through crosstalk. The receive attenuator on the TRCal board must
then be set to the correct value to attenuate the signal further for input into the
AFE. If the power was too high, the ADC on the 422 would be overrun and wrapped
around on itself causing noise that would ruin the signal. If the power level is too
low, then some of the integrity of the signal is lost. This will be automated in the
future, but for this dissertation, chipscope was used to view power levels of the input
of the radios in the system and the TRCal board was adjusted from there.
One final check is to make sure isolation from transmit to receive on the AFE is
good enough. There is only 20dB of isolation between the two split ports on the RF
splitter on the TRCal board. This means that a transmitted signal will feed back
through the splitter into the receive of the AFE. If this is not rejected, then a lot of
noise will be added to the system. A simple threshold is used to do this and assumes
that the received power from the maximum power output from the AFE transmit is
less than the minimum power that will be seen from the radio. If this is not the case,
then the transmit attenuator on the TRCal board must be increased until this holds
true. At this point the threshold can be set and all the radios can be connected.
In addition to setting up the DBES, it may be desirable to run user data traffic
through the radios. The radios used in this dissertation used ethernet based IP traffic.
A Spirent Test Center CTL-11U-2 was used to generate and analyze IP traffic sent
over the radios. The test center was set up to generate unicast traffic which means
that all data generated had a single IP address destination. Broadcast, multicast, or
any other scheme could be used; but unicast was chosen for it’s simplicity. Each of
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the radios ethernet ports were connected to a port on the test center and the test
center handled the generation of the IP packets and analyzed the IP packets that it
received. Many different charts could then be created but the one found useful for this
dissertation was the number of packets received from each radio over time. Because
transmitting over the air is inherently lossy, seeing when packets were successfully
received over the air could be a useful tool to analyze behavior.
3.6.5 Running the DBES
The DBES is now ready to run. There is one last check performed before each
of the experiments is to make sure all radios can see each other through the DBES.
To perform this check the DBES is started but the scenario is not. In this state the
signals are moving through the DBES but the parameters are not being streamed
from the SSD. A user can now send parameters to be sent over ethernet to instantly
change the state of the system. The DBES GUI lets the user select groups of signal
paths to set that are specified by selecting a set of radios. To check if all the radios
can see each other, all the signal paths can be set to unity gain and each of the
radios can be checked. Next, to make sure that the DBES can keep the radios from
talking, turn all the signal paths to 100dB or more of attenuation. If both these cases
are working then the scenario is ready to be run. Any software that is going to be
used to monitor the radio is set to record, and the DBES scenario can be started. If
the scenario was compiled with REMCOM’s software, a scenario viewer was created
to show the progress of the scenario. If Matlab was used then unfortunately the
best method of knowing the time in the scenario is to start a stopwatch when the
scenario is started. In the future, the FPGAs may report back what time they are in a
given scenario but this functionality is not yet present. After the hopefully successful
scenario is completed then the scenario can be reset and rerun without powering down
the entire system if desired.
CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION
This chapter presents the studies performed for evaluation of the DBES. It starts
with the two channel prototype that was initially developed to explore the feasibility
of the DBES and discusses some of the findings and lessons of that prototype. Next
the scalability study is presented that shows how the architecture can be used to
scale to very large numbers of nodes. The last section is the fidelity study and it’s
theoretical, experimental, and observational components.
4.1 Two Channel Prototype
A two channel prototype was developed as a proof of concept and to explore the
fidelity and scalability of a full system. This section was written while the feasibility
study was underway and was published at the MILCOM conference in 2011 [6]. There
exist some approximations about final system sizings and measurements which are
now known. A careful reader will notice some discrepancies between this section and
the final two sections due to the nature of development over time. The two channel
prototype was built with COTS components that utilized similar hardware to a full
scale DWCE. The core of the system was built with two ML605 Xilinx development
boards, two 4DSP FMC150 ADC/DAC cards, two PXI-5610 National Instruments
(NI) upconverters, and two NI PXI-5600 downconverters. The signal path core was
coded in VHDL and incorporated with 4DSPs support software delivered with the
FMC150 boards that controls the ADC and DAC. Initialization commands and pa-







































Figure 4.1: Prototype DWCE design
4.1.1 Prototype Validation
In order to examine the fidelity of the implementation three scenarios were exam-
ined. First, the attenuation accuracy was tested by utilizing two VHF UHF Line of
Sight (VULOS) radios connected through a variable gain attenuator and the proto-
type. The second setup examined the Doppler and Doppler rate of change capabilities
of the system as compared to a SPIRENT SR5500, which is a commercial two-channel
DWCE. Third, two pairs of JTRS radios were connected to both the prototype and
a SPIRENT SR5500 [30] and the radio performance was compared. Lastly, propaga-
tion delay measurements were taken on the prototype to determine if they were in
acceptable limits.
Because exact radio performance cannot be discussed in a public setting, the first
test is performed without reporting the exact attenuation used. Instead attenuation
steps are used. Each step has a corresponding dB value that will not be reported.
The same attenuation was entered into a variable gain attenuator and the prototype
DWCE. The radios used were JTRS Mobile Tactical Radios (JMTR) running VULOS.


















Figure 4.2: Prototype DWCE attenuation validation
6000A Communications Analyzer that could accurately measure the number of bit
errors seen by the pair of radios. The bit errors on the VULOS radio were tallied over
one minute and a percentage was calculated by the number of Bit Errors divided by
the number of Bits transmitted. This is plotted in Figure 4.2.
The second test examined the Doppler capabilities of the wireless channel emula-
tor. A scenario was set up such that the Doppler varied between −100 Hz and 100 Hz
in a triangle wave fashion and had a rate of change no greater than +/− 30 Hz per
second. The VULOS radios were connected to both the prototype and the SPIRENT
SR5500. A visual inspection of the output of both DWCEs on the spectrum analyzer
verified the signal was changing as predicted. The VULOS radios produced no bit
errors when connected to the prototype. When connected to the SPIRENT SR5500,
they experienced 4 to 16 bit errors when the Doppler rate of change went from positive
to negative at the peak and trough of the triangle wave.
The final test was conducted with two pairs of radios, the VULOS radios from
the first test and the SRW Waveform Development Environment (WDE) platform
running the SRW waveform. This platform was used to develop the SRW waveform.
















































Figure 4.3: Prototype end-to-end propagation delay measurements. All measure-
ments are in microseconds. The time in parentheses is the estimated improved time
for a future system.
Spirent SR5500, and the radios performance was examined. Unfortunately, metrics
for this test cannot be given as they would reveal radio performance; however the
radios behaved identically in every scenario given.
With two FPGAs the total propagation delay for the prototype was approximately
6.13 microseconds, which corresponds to a signal propagation distance of approxi-
mately 1.8 kilometers. This is significantly larger than what was anticipated and
after the tests were conducted, the PI went back to analyze the system to determine
where this could be improved. Figure 4.3 depicts a breakdown of the time through
the system as well as predicted times that could be realistically met in future systems.
The delay of almost every component was significantly higher than expected and
as a result, each component must be analyzed to determine how to reduce the delay.
The GTX tranceivers on the FPGA produced a delay of 1.56 microseconds. This
delay was largely due to the Aurora Core utilized as the communication protocol.
This core has been removed and a custom streaming protocol was put in its place.
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The propagation delay of this new system was measured to be 0.25 microseconds.
The DAC had a 1.12 microsecond delay due to the 4 times interpolation done on the
DAC chip. The removal of this interpolation will reduce the delay from 290 clock
cycles to 59 clock cycles or 0.23 microseconds. The IF/Base Band interface had large
overdesigned digital filters that were put in place to maximize filtering performance.
Future systems will utilize Quadrature Downconversion in Analog and will bring in
in-phase and quadrature signal components as opposed to an IF signal. Additionally,
the signal will be oversampled to allow for a future Doppler implementation. This
change will allow for a filter with only a few taps reducing the delay below 0.060
microseconds. The RF/IF converters utilized were large boxes with very large filters
to ensure out of band rejection was as good as possible. These large filters are what
caused the delay. Future large-scale systems will not be able to employ such a large
box for cost reasons. The noise will attempt to be controlled in the lab environment
and the filtering will be limited. It is impossible to know what this delay will be and
it is not something that is measured by manufacturers however, it should be below 0.1
microseconds. If these changes are made the total propagation delay was guessed to
be approximately 1.02 microseconds. Section 4.3.2.2.1 shows the propagation delay
measured in the final DBES system.
4.1.2 Prototype Scalability Study
The reason for this study was to examine capability to scale the emulator to a
large number of nodes. At the time of this study, it was not possible to obtain enough
hardware to actually build the system; however, it is possible to extrapolate the num-
ber of FPGAs required to build the system given the number of radio nodes desired.
This study served as a precursor to the full scalability study presented in Section 4.2.
At the time of this study, it helped to estimate that enough resources were available
on the planned FPGA cluster, and that there were not enough resources available
on the current SPIRIT cluster. The signal path component used for this study was
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20 MHz 20 1 928 8 32
40 MHz 10 1 813 8 36
80 MHz 5 1 469 8 63
80 MHz 10 2 950 14 31
80 MHz 15 3 1296 20 23


















Figure 4.4: Number of FPGA nodes required for a variable number of Radio Nodes
and amount of Signal Bandwidth given 20 multipaths emulated.
a the version used in the prototype. This version is different than the final version
created for the full scalability study, which accounts for the differences in results.
Table 4.1 shows the resources required both for the various overhead components and
for different configurations of the signal path computation component. By using these
numbers the size of various DWCE configurations was extrapolated and is presented
in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. These figures show the Order N2 relationship between



















Figure 4.5: Number of FPGA nodes and number of multipaths emulated given a
constant signal bandwidth of 80MHz
4.1.3 Prototype Conclusion
The results show how a reasonable sized cluster can be utilized to create a large-
scale DWCE. While it is not possible to eliminate the order O(N2) hardware trend
as shown by Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 without making optimizations that limit the
signal path capabilities, it is possible to adjust the system for a specific desired testing
scenario. This can tailor the size of the final system by changing the signal bandwidth
and number of multipaths emulated. For example, if a 32 FPGA node DWCE was
built, it might only be possible to emulate 16 radios where they utilize a large band-
width in an urban environment. However, the same size system setting a narrow-band
waveform could possibly connect 64 radios to the 32 FPGA system provided sufficient
analog hardware.
This prototype was built to demonstrate the capabilities of the system with mil-
itary radios. While the propagation delay was not ideal, the radios still operated
correctly. The discoveries made in this study were critical in the design of the com-
ponents that made up the final system.
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4.2 Scaleability Study
This section will define the scalability of the architecture described in this dis-
sertation and much of this work was published at the FCCM conference in 2013 [5].
The study will assume that the hardware remains unchanged and will show how by
simply adding FPGA nodes and analog front ends it is possible to change the size
of the system in terms of the number of radios. This can have an impact on the
fidelity of the emulation in terms of the number of propagation paths emulated, and
the signal bandwidth that is emulated. As stated previously and shown briefly in
the MILCOM paper, it is not possible to break the O(N2) relationship between com-
putations and radio nodes if an all to all connection scheme is maintained; however,
the number of computations are also proportional to both the propagation paths and
signal bandwidth emulated allowing for a parameter trade space that can be explored.
Unfortunately, it is not as simple as taking the number of FPGAs and making sure
there are enough resources for the amount of computations required. It is also neces-
sary to factor in the networking aspect both in quantity and structure. This creates
interesting trade-offs where propagation delay can be exchanged for signal bandwidth
by increasing the number of network hops a signal takes along with the number of
FPGAs. The goal of this study is to show this trade-space and detail other networking
schemes that can be used for larger numbers of hops.
These tests intend to determine the maximum sample frequency that can be ob-
tained for a variety of system requirements. A total of four different configurations
are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 and each is realizable with the hardware
presented in the materials section. Two configurations use a (V, 8, 2)-network and
the other two use a hypercube network. For each configuration, many systems with
different amounts of analog front ends and propagation paths are examined to deter-
mine the maximum sampling frequency that the system can support. This section
will describe the algorithms used to accomplish this. For each system, exact locations
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Figure 4.7: System configurations three and four that use a four dimensional hyper-
cube network. A 3-ary 4-cube configuration is shown. The third configuration only
has one AFE on each FPGA Node and the fourth has both as shown.
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Figure 4.8: Different SPC optimizations that A) pipeline B) parallelize and C) share
resources between the Signal Buffer (SB), Computational Element (CE), and the
summation (Σ) components. The inequalities define the limits for the optimizations
where PP is the number of propagation paths, Fs is the sample frequency, and Fsys
is the system clock frequency.
for all the instantiated hardware is determined as is the route each signal path will
take. This defines the network load for each high-speed transceiver and the amount
of resources utilized on each FPGA. Every point on each graph in the results sec-
tion represents a routed system configuration where every signal path component
is placed on an FPGA and all the signals to and from each component are routed
through the network. To support this claim the fundamental building blocks of the
DWCE system, the signal path component and the GTX network, are analyzed to
determine performance. The SPC and GTX size, throughput, and timing results are
then used by the placement and routing algorithms to create all the systems for each
configuration.
4.2.1 Signal Path Component Optimizations
As discussed in Section 3.2, the SPC is the fundamental building block that is
replicated many times to build large systems. Because of this replication the SPC
was designed to be as small as possible and optimally utilize the resources available.
The core can be pipelined, parallelized, and shared to this end. These different op-
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timizations are shown in Figure 4.8. To pipeline the component the same hardware
is used to compute each of the propagation paths by changing the timing of the
delivery of parameters with each clock cycle. For each system clock cycle a new prop-
agation path is computed and passed into an accumulator. This works well, as long
as the number of propagation path computations multiplied by the sample frequency
of the signal is less than the system clock frequency. When this inequality breaks,
it is necessary to parallelize the computations. Parallelization is done by adding
more computational sections of the component and then pipelining the computations
through each parallel section. The amount of parallel stages necessary is equal to the
number of propagation paths multiplied by the sample frequency and divided by the
system clock frequency. Finally, the SPC hardware can be shared among multiple
signal paths. This is done by duplicating the signal buffer and multiplexing each
signal path through the signal path computational element. This will work as long
as the number of signal paths through the core multiplied by the sample frequency
and the number of propagation paths is less than the system clock frequency. This
customize-ability is explored in Section 4.2.4 where various configurations of the sig-
nal path are built and run through the Xilinx tool-chain to determine the size of the
signal path core. These results were fit to two equations that are used to interpolate
and extrapolate the size of any realizable signal path core. To perform the fit, the
equation was applied to every pair of results and the average of the scalar parameters
were used in the final equation. The algorithms used to place and route each system
determine which optimization is best and then use the interpolation results to esti-
mate the size of each SPC. All of these optimizations allow for a good use of FPGA
resources depending on the desired configuration of the WCE.
While the amount of SPCs that will fit onto a single FPGA can be estimated
using the SPC sizing results, it is difficult to determine the maximum system clock
frequency that can be attained. To better estimate this, a full system was created
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in VHDL and run through the Xilinx tool chain that utilized 80% of the DSP and
BRAM resources and 70% of the available LUT-FF pairs. It placed 32 signal path
components on the FPGA each emulating 15 Multipaths at a sample frequency of 40
MHz. This build was able to meet timing for a system clock speed of 240 MHz. A
key to reaching this speed was intelligent placement of registers along the inputs to
the signal path components and ensuring that the synthesis tools did not optimize
out these registers. It was not possible to build every single system configuration
presented here because of the time it takes for the Xilinx tools to realize each design.
4.2.2 (V, 8, 2)-Network Configurations
The first two configurations are created from a (V, 8, 2)-network as shown in Fig-
ure 4.6. The first places a single analog front end on each radio node. This configura-
tion can build networks of 9 to 51 AFEs and allows for the highest sample frequency
and the most number of propagation paths emulated. Nine is the minimum number
because with eight and fewer RNs each RN can be connected to a single CN making
a trivial network. The next system utilizes two AFEs per radio node to increase
scalability. This allows for networks of 18 to 102 radios to be connected. For each of
these configurations many systems are analyzed to determine the maximum sample
frequency for the system. For each system the algorithm in Figure 3.8 is used to place
Signal Path Cores on each FPGA in order to distribute the network and computa-
tional load evenly. This algorithm will not produce an ideal solution and can fail to
find a solution even if one exists; however, if it does find a solution it is guaranteed to
be a solution that can be routed. This fact causes some non-linearities in the results.
There are two keys to reducing network load, one can occur before a signal is
processed by a SPC and one can occur after. If a signal path has not been processed,
it’s data is identical to every other non-processed signal path that originates from
the same AFE. If multiple non-processed signal paths from the same AFE go over
a single network connection, only one signal path worth of data need be sent. The
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second key is a result of the fact that once a signal path has been processed by a SPC,
it can be summed with other processed signal paths that have the same destination
AFE. If they are summed prior to being sent over a connection, the amount of data
over that connection is reduced. An objective for these algorithms is to place SPCs
on certain FPGAs to take advantage of these two keys and minimize network load.
For the (V, 8, 2)-network, the optimal placement of signal paths from a network load
perspective is to place all of them on the compute nodes. For configuration one,
this setup requires only one signal path worth of data be sent over each network
connection; however, this is not an ideal setup. This setup would leave about half
the FPGAs without any SPCs and drastically under-utilized.
Section 3.1.5 briefly described the load balancing algorithm as shown in Figure 3.8.
This paragraph describes how that load balancing algorithm is used for the scalability
study. The goal of the (V, 8, 2)-network load balancing algorithm shown in Figure 3.8
is to start with all SPCs on the CNs and move signal paths from compute nodes
to radio nodes to balance the computational load while ensuring that the network
does not become overloaded. On a radio node there are two distinct paths the signal
takes. The ingress path is defined as the path where signals are received from the
AFE and sent out to the GTXs. The egress path is defined as the path where signals
are received from a CN and sent to the AFE. When moving a SPC from a CN to
a RN it is either put in the ingress path or the egress path. If the SPC is put on
an ingress path then there is an additional signal that is being produced that must
be sent from the RN to the CN. If instead the SPC is moved to the egress path,
an unmodified signal must be sent to the RN that has not gone through a SPC and
therefore cannot be summed at the CN. This results in additional traffic through the
network from the CN to the RN. Therefore, it is possible to balance the SPC load
by moving SPCs from CNs to RNs at the tradeoff of adding load to the network.
Moreover, the network load from RN to CN and from CN to RN can be balanced
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by choosing to place a SPC in either the ingress or egress paths of the RN. The load
balancing algorithm is not guaranteed to find a solution. In fact it can succeed or fail
based on the random seed that is given to the ordering of the SPCs. This was a good
solution that works in most cases and will not produce any false positives but may
produce false negatives.
The algorithm to find the maximum sample frequency for a given (V, 8, 2)-network
system is shown in Algorithm 1. Each system is defined by the number of AFEs and
the number of propagation paths it has. For each system, the amount of SPCs that
can fit on an FPGA and the number of signal paths that can go over a network is
determined from the sampling frequency. For these parameters (signal paths per con-
nection and SPCs per FPGA), the load balancing algorithm is run. If it succeeds then
the sampling frequency is increased and if it fails the sampling frequency is decreased.
This is done until the boundary between success and failure is found, indicating the
maximum sampling frequency. These results are presented in the results section.
Algorithm 1: (V, 8, 2)-network routing and placement
Result: Multiple placed and routed systems and the maximum sample
frequency (Fs) for each
for Radio Nodes ← 9 to 51 do
for Propagation Paths ← 1 to 30 do
initialize Fs
while maximum Fs not found do
determine max SPs per FPGA given Fs
determine max network load given Fs
run the Load Balancing Algorithm (LBA)







4.2.3 Hypercube Network Configurations
The third and forth configurations use a four-dimensional hypercube network as
shown in Figure 4.7. This was avoided previously because of the large number of
hops a signal path will take and because it was thought that the network would
be a major limiting factor. However, this is a good network to reach a maximum
number of AFEs, because every FPGA can utilize all available eight connections and
the maximum size of the hypercube network is technically only limited by resources.
Thirteen different hypercube configurations are analyzed starting with a 2×2×2×2
2-ary 4-cube network. One of the smallest dimensions is incremented by one with
each setup until a network of 5× 5× 5× 5 (5-ary 4-cube) is reached that would have
625 FPGAs.
The challenge for routing a WCE system with a hypercube network is to determine
the route each signal path will take and the FPGA that each signal path will be
processed on to minimize the number of signal paths going over each connection.
The routing algorithm first finds every possible route for each signal path which has
a minimal number of hops. Next the algorithm starts placing routes, starting with
the signal paths with the smallest number of hops, until all signal paths have been
routed. The two keys to minimizing network traffic presented in Subsection 4.2.2
also apply to these configurations. For a given set of possible routes, each route will
likely have connections with signal paths that originate from the source AFE and
also connections which have signal paths that are destined for the same sink AFE.
Routing the signal path over these connections will not add to the network load, which
is taken into account when determining the network load for each route. Next, the
algorithm selects the routes that add a minimal amount of a network traffic. For the
selected routes there can potentially exist several FPGA nodes that the SPC could be
placed and maintain this minimal network load. The FPGA which has the smallest
amount of SPC cores already on it is selected along with the corresponding route.
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After all iterations are finished, all the signal paths have been routed. The maximum
number of signal paths that a connection must support is used to determine the
maximum sample frequency that the network can be realized. Finally, the number of
propagation paths are iterated from one to ten and for each, the maximum frequency
is found based on the number of signal paths on each FPGA. Whichever frequency is
lower is the maximum frequency that can be realized for that system configuration.
Algorithm 2: Hypercube network routing and placement
Result: Multiple placed and routed systems and the maximum sample frequency
(Fs) for each
for All Hypercube Configurations do
sort signal paths by minimum number of hops
for each ordered signal path do
find all minimum hop routes
for each min route determine network load
select the routes with minimum network load
increase the max network load by one if needed
for each selected route do
for each min-network load FPGA location do
if SPC Load < Curr Max Load then
selected route ← current route
Curr Max Load ← FPGA SPC Load
store selected route
store added network and SPC load
for Propagation Paths ← 1 to 10 do
find max Fs based on max SPCs on FPGA
ensure max network load can support Fs
display max Fs
4.2.4 Signal Path Component Results
The signal path component sizing results are shown in Table 4.2. The data from
each entry in the table comes from a synthesized and mapped SPC. In order to
estimate the size for any given number of shared signal paths, parallel paths, and
propagation paths, a linear fit was done to this data. Two different fits were done,
one for parallel paths and propagation paths, and one for shared SPs and propagation
paths. The signal buffer and parameter delivery cores have to be changed between
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Shared Parallel Prop LUT-FF DSP
SPs Paths Paths Paris Cores
1 1 5 3304 19
1 1 10 4304 19
1 1 30 7056 19
1 2 10 6329 34
1 2 20 8158 34
1 2 30 9622 34
1 3 15 9429 49
1 3 30 11331 49
1 1 5 2959 19
2 1 5 3523 19
3 1 5 3838 19
1 1 10 3578 19
2 1 10 4726 19
3 1 10 6698 19
10 1 30 17173 19
10 1 1 3455 19
Table 4.2: Signal Path Component resource utilization
the two builds which causes the difference in sizes, even when both have the same
parameters. Equation 4.1 shows the equation with the fit results for the SPC with
parallel paths and Equation 4.2 shows the equation and results for the SPC with
shared paths. Equation 4.3 was also derived from the results and used to extrapolate
the number of DSP cores. These equations are used when estimating the SPC sizes
in the routing and placement algorithms.
LUTFF ≈ (PropPaths× α) + (ParallelPaths× β) + γ (4.1)
where: α = 153 β = 2025 γ = 781
LUTFF ≈ (PropPaths× SharedSPs)× 141.5 + 2030 (4.2)





































Figure 4.9: Scaling study results for configurations one (a) and two (b)
4.2.5 (V,8,2)-Network Configurations Results
Figure 4.9 shows the scaling results for the (V, 8, 2) Network configurations. These
two plots show a plane where everything on and below the plane is a configurable
system and everything above the plane is not likely to be possible. The exception to
this rule is at the lower AFE numbers. It is possible to add compute nodes to the
system by using a larger (V, 8, 2) network (up to a (51, 8, 2) network) and increase
both the sample frequency and number of propagation paths. Graphs on this are
not shown because they generally create system parameters that are much larger
than what is needed by a wireless device. What is shown is the minimal amount of
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hardware required to form a given size AFE system, and the maximum configuration
parameters that can fit on this hardware. Note that the z-axis, the maximum sampling
frequency, is shown in a log scale.
The most intriguing aspect of these results is they seem to go counter to the
O(N2) relationship associated with AFEs and computations. Generally, it is possible
to keep close to the same sample frequency and number of propagation paths while
increasing the number of AFEs. Sometimes the maximum frequency increases while
increasing the number of AFEs which is completely counter-intuitive. In fact, this
is not breaking the O(N2) relationship. The number of FPGAs and computational
resources are increasing as the number of AFEs are increasing. When the sample
frequency increases with an increase in AFEs, the amount of resources available grows
faster than O(N2). This result shows that both the amount of resources required and
the size of the FPGA cluster are growing at approximately the same rate. This
makes this configuration ideal for moderate sized networks. It is possible to shrink
or grow the WCE based on the demands of the wireless device under test by adding
or removing hardware, reconnecting the network, and reconfiguring the FPGA image
by simply changing generics.
Another notable result are the large jumps and oscillations seen in the maximum
frequency between various points on the graph. This is showing the realities of build-
ing the system. The jumps are due to different configurations of the signal path. On
a low side of the jump, the system is not efficiently configured. Perhaps the maximum
frequency allowed for nine propagation paths but ten were needed, so the signal path
component had to create an additional parallel resources. In this case cycles would be
wasted not computing any propagation paths. On the high side of the jump, it could
be close to ideal resource utilization where the maximum frequency would allow for
all ten paths to be computed in a single pipelined structure. The same can happen
for using multiple signal paths with the same signal path core. In configuration two,
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there seem to be two planes with the maximum frequency jumping between them.
For the higher frequencies only one signal path is routed through the signal path
components and on the low frequencies, two signal paths must be routed through one
signal path component.
Lastly, there are places where no data is plotted. This indicates that it is not
possible to create that particular system with the current configuration. In these
cases, the required logic resources were greater than the available logic resources
regardless of the sample frequency. This was a surprising result as it was generally
assumed any system could be routed given a low enough sample frequency. The
reason for this result is the fact that multiplexing and parameter storage require
logic resources which increase with the sharing of signal paths and the number of
propagation paths independent of sample frequency. At some point these resources
alone take up the entire FPGA and no amount of reducing the sample frequency will
help this issue.
4.2.6 Hypercube Network Configurations Results
The results from the hypercube network configurations in Figure 4.10 show the
capability to reach a much larger number of analog front ends. These results show that
with configuration four, a system of 1250 AFEs is feasible with a signal bandwidth of
1.9MHz with a single propagation path computation. As with configurations one and
two, if a solution was not found there were not enough logic resources and it was not
plotted in the chart. Additionally, there are systems plotted with ”0” propagation
paths. The points here represent the maximum frequency that the network can
support. Plotting these points makes it possible to see if a system is network limited
or resource limited. It may be possible to construct a lower-fidelity SPC that will fit
to meet the sample frequency if desired. One anticipated trend seen in these results
is the decrease in maximum sample frequency as the number of AFEs are increased.







































Figure 4.10: Scaling study results for configurations three (a) and four (b)
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throughput required for the system increases at a faster rate than the amount of
FPGA resources.
The limiting factor with the hypercube network was anticipated to be the network
or the FPGA DSP elements, not the FPGA logic. The results show that it could be
either the network or the FPGA logic depending on the number of propagation paths.
The key to eliminating the network load is all due to the optimizations done to reduce
the data sent over the network as described in Section 4.2.2. Without these techniques
the maximum sample frequencies are much lower, decreasing them to a point that
would make the largest systems unusable by all but narrow band wireless systems
which are fast becoming outdated legacy devices. With the reduced network load the
logic elements become the limiting factor. As mentioned this is due to the parameter
delivery component. A future work could be redesigning the parameter delivery to
use BRAM components to alleviate the limit on logic. This could push the limiting
resource to the DSP cores and increase the maximum frequency over what is presented
here. This would reduce the number of BRAMs available for the signal buffer, which
will reduce the maximum propagation delay of the system.
The hypercube network allows the cluster to reach very large numbers of FPGAs;
however, this comes at a cost of propagation delay. This increases with the size of
the system in a hypercube network configuration. Each network interconnect adds
132 nanoseconds per hop the signal path takes. In the largest system the maximum
number of hops is eight which corresponds to 1.056 microseconds. As a point of
reference, the propagation delay through the combined transmit and receive path of
the analog front end is measured to be approximately 1.4 microseconds. So, while
any increase in propagation delay is a negative, the delay added by the number of
hops is not as significant as it was originally feared to be.
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4.2.7 Cost Effectiveness Study
Part of the question asked in the introduction section was if the DBES could scale
cost effectively. The answer to this question would be yes if the DBES could be
constructed for eighty percent of the cost of conducting one actual field test. There
is a reason this fraction was selected. Based on experience running the BES (the
fourteen node analog wireless channel emulator) and on conducting field tests, the
cost of running a lab test is roughly ten to twenty percent of the cost of running the
equivalent field test. This includes the time it takes to setup the radios, generate
scenarios, run the scenarios with the radios, and analyze the results. So, if it costs
eighty percent of the cost of a field test to build the system, then the cost of building
a DWCE and running an in-lab test would be approximately the same as the cost of
running an equivalent field test. The added benefit is the investment in the DWCE
would pay off in reducing the cost of all subsequent testing by roughly eighty to ninety
percent.
To see this comparison, the estimated hardware cost for each of the configurations
presented was plotted along with the cost estimate to run a field test for a given num-
ber of wireless devices. Based on previous field tests, the estimate was approximately
five million dollars to run a month long thirty-two radio test. To extrapolate this
estimate, it is assumed that the cost of a test would scale linearly with the number of
nodes to test. This assumption is made because if you double the number of nodes
then you need twice the number of people and equipment to run the test so the cost
would roughly double. The hardware cost was estimated by counting the number
of FPGA nodes, AFEs, and chassis required and multiplying each by an estimated
cost that includes peripherals as shown in Table 4.3. Figure 4.11 shows the results
of this comparison. Note that the estimated cost of a field test was plotted at five,
ten, and twenty percent of the actual estimate so that it would bracket the estimated
hardware costs the different DWCE configurations.
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Table 4.3: Unit costs used in hardware estimate
component item cost peripherals adding to cost
FPGA Node $12k RTM board, MiniSas cables, usb cables
Chassis $11k power supply, ethernet cables, clocking cables
AFE $3.5k TRCal board, RF cables, µHDMI cables























5% field test cost estimate
10% field test cost estimate
20% field test cost estimate
(V,8,2)-network, 1 AFE per RN
(V,8,2)-network, 2 AFE per RN
hypercube network, 1 AFE per RN
hypercube network, 2 AFE per RN
Figure 4.11: Estimation of DWCE hardware costs
This figure shows that the hardware costs of building a DWCE is roughly five to
twenty percent of the cost of conducting a field test. Notice that the cost increase
of adding nodes is linear or close to linear. This shows excellent scaling considering
the O(N2) relationship of nodes to computations. This means that the configuration
naturally allows for reduction in propagation paths or signal bandwidth to linearly
increase the hardware costs with the number of nodes. If the desire was to keep the
fidelity of the emulation constant while increasing nodes then a O(N2) relationship
would; however, in talking with potential users of the system, they would trade fidelity
for scale as they are typically interested in high-fidelity scenarios with low numbers
of nodes and lower fidelity scenarios with higher numbers of nodes. Also important is
that this cost estimate does not include the labor cost to actually build the system;
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however, this number would be small in comparison to the hardware costs considering
that the development of the system has already been done. Even if this is estimated at
ten percent the cost of a field test, which is very high, then the total cost of building
a DWCE and conducting the in lab test is less than half the cost of running the
equivalent field test. While these are rough estimates and many of the exact numbers
could be argued, this shows how economical it is to use a DWCE of this architecture
as compared to going into the field.
4.3 Fidelity Study
The fidelity study is immensely important to the development and the use of the
DBES. This study has been ongoing throughout the design and development stages of
the DBES. At every point the question was asked: How accurate is this system to the
real world environment that it is emulating? This question is extremely challenging
to answer due to the infinite number of scenarios that the system attempts to emulate
and multitude of current and future RF devices that could utilize this system. The
answer to this question has been quite negative at times and steps were taken in the
hardware and software design of the system to mitigate certain problems. If this study
had not been concurrent with the design and development, the situation would have
occurred where hardware was up and operational, but radios began to exhibit poor
performance for unknown reasons. This rationale leads to another purpose for this
study: user confidence. If a third party RF device developer utilizes this system, it
will be easy for the developer to accuse the DBES of making their RF system perform
poorly. Proving that this is or is not the case is a beneficial outcome of the fidelity
study. There exist many scenarios that the DBES cannot replicate and being able to
determine if a given situation falls into one of these corner cases or not is crucial.
In order to answer the fidelity question, the problem was broken down into three
stages: theoretical, experimental, and observational. The theoretical fidelity study
focuses on evaluating DBES fidelity using mathematical analysis and theoretical sim-
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ulations. The experimental fidelity study evaluates the DBES itself by using RF
signal generators to create signals and observing the effect the DBES has on those
signals. Many of the theoretical predictions are validated with actual hardware in the
experimental section. Technically, the combination of theoretical and experimental
should prove the fidelity of the system for a majority of cases. However, performing
a test with actual RF devices in the field and with the DBES in the lab will provide
an observational result that is much easier to understand. This final study had to
be observational because it is very difficult or impossible to obtain a control metric
for the experiment depending on the scenario. For the same reason that no two field
tests are identical, the field test will not be identical to the lab test. To illustrate this
point imagine and event where a car randomly drives by a test event. This car could
induce a multipath effect that changes the connectivity between a pair of radios and
thus the behavior of the entire network. To compound the problem real-world results
that could be obtained for the radios employed in this experiment were considered
sensitive information and could not be published. For these reasons, the final part
of the test is observational only and DBES behavior is not compared with a control;
however, predictions are made wherever possible and the results are analyzed based
on those predictions.
4.3.1 Theoretical Fidelity Analysis
The theoretical fidelity of the DBES is analyzed in this section. All the function-
ality of the DBES can be placed into three categories: signal power fidelity, signal
delay fidelity, and signal summation fidelity. Any issue with the fidelity of the signal
produced by the DBES can also be placed into one or more of these categories. For
each of these categories components are analyzed to determine their contribution or
detriment to the fidelity of the system.
To analyze the various components the signal path has been modeled and thor-
oughly analyzed to determine it’s noise characteristics. The theoretical analysis con-
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sists of adding randomly distributed noise in various scenarios to each of the com-
ponents in the signal path and running a simulation to see the effect on the output
signal. Equation 4.4 is the signal path equation and equation 4.5 is the signal path












{[(αm(n) + α̂m(n))(xsi(n− dmi(n) + d̂mi(n)) + x̂si) + Q̂1]
e−j(ωrf (dmi(n)+d̂mi(n))+Q̂2) + Q̂3} (4.5)
All error variables are designated with a hat. Each of these variables will be
discussed in turn and how they are modeled. The errors associated with signal power
fidelity are quantization noise (Q̂), and attenuation noise (α̂). The errors associated
with signal delay fidelity are delay interpolation error (d̂i), signal interpolation error
(x̂si), and Doppler noise which occurs due to the change signal interpolation error over
time. The sources of error in signal summation fidelity occur due to the summation






. Some of these
variables have a type of randomly distributed noise associated with it that will be
described along with the rationale for using the various distributions. Other variables
have error that is scenario dependant: meaning that the error can be nothing or it
can be massive depending on the input parameters. For each of these scenario based
noise components, different scenarios will be presented that show good, normal, and
bad behavior. Approximations on the parameter thresholds for these different types
of behavior will be presented.
The remainder of the theoretical fidelity study is organized as follows. The first
section describes the simulation of the baseline signal path without the addition of
error. Each subsequent section will describe each of the categories of fidelity with
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those sections broken up into subsections describing and showing results for each of
the error sources in Equation 4.5.
4.3.1.1 Signal Path Simulation
This section discusses the simulation used to analyze the theoretical noise addi-
tions in the remainder of the sections. It first discusses the baseline simulation and
it’s setup and proceeds to show ideal results that act as the control for the remainder
of the fidelity study.
Each source can be categorized as adding error or noise. The error sources do
not distort the signal but produces an inaccuracy to the real world equivalent. Noise
sources distort the signal when present which can interfere with the radios ability to
decode the message if it is too large.
The baseline signal path simulation does not explicitly add in noise. The use of
double precision drastically reduces all the Q̂ parameters such that they are negligible.
The attenuation error and the delay error are scenario dependant and do not produce
noise so they will not be seen here. The only significant source or error that can be
seen is the signal interpolation error; however, this is scenario dependant and only
noticeable when Doppler is utilized. Thus the baseline will not include a delay change.
This ideal simulation will be used as the baseline to compare how the real world noise
additions affect the computations.
The simulation starts by setting up the signal of interest and the parameter set.
It does this with a real signal in the RF domain and then downconverts the signal
to baseband to get the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components. A filter is used
to remove the aliased high-frequency signal. The signal utilized is a sum of sinusoids
at different frequencies across the bandwidth of interest. They are spaced far enough
apart in the frequency domain to see errors to individual frequency components. The
parameters used for this baseline consist of a single path with a simple attenuation
and a small but constant delay that lines up with the sample rate such that no
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Unity Gain Signal Path
Figure 4.12: Signal path simulation showing unity gain
interpolation is done. Next, the signal is processed sample by sample and modified
by the TDL equation. Once completed it is upconverted to RF again to produce the
final result.
Running the simulation through the unity gain produces the same output as input
as shown in Figure 4.12. The attenuation is confirmed in Figure 4.13. The Doppler
shift was tested as well and the frequency offset was found to be accurate across a
number of shifts. This does produce error however, so the results will be presented
in Subsubsection 4.3.1.3.3. This gives good confidence that the simulation is set up
correctly.
4.3.1.2 Theoretical Signal Power Fidelity Experiments
The sources of error associated with the signal power fidelity that can be simu-
lated are quantization error and attenuation error. It is important to ensure these
sources are significantly small, but as will be seen in the experiment signal power
fidelity section (Section 4.3.2.1), these sources of error are insignificant as compared
to hardware noise.
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Unity Gain Signal Path
Figure 4.13: Signal path simulation showing 40 dB of attenuation.
4.3.1.2.1 Quantization Error
The quantization error (Q̂) variables designate rounding errors due to fixed point
multipliers. The quantization that occurs after each fixed point multiply can be mod-
eled as a summation with a uniformly distributed random variable. The maximum
error is half a bit in magnitude and is bounded as shown in equation 4.6 where nbits
is the number of significant bits in the output of the multiply. These appear in three
places in Equation 4.5. Q̂1 is due to the attenuation multiplication, Q̂2 is due to the
delay multiplication, and Q̂3 is a result of the complex exponential multiplication.
− 2−(nbits−2) < Q̂ < 2−(nbits−2) (4.6)
One thing not explicitly shown in the full noise equation (Equation 4.5) is that the
alpha multiplication is more complicated than a fixed bit multiply. In fact the atten-
uation parameter is split into attenuation shift and attenuation mantissa parameters
such that α = αm ∗ 2−αs . Doing this results in less resource utilization on the FPGA
because a shift uses very little logic as compared to a large bit-width multiplier. As
a result there are actually two Q̂ parameters associated with the attenuation multi-
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plication and it can be written as in Equation 4.7. This modification is important
because Q̂1b is the significant noise source as compared to all the quantization errors.
α ∗ xsi + Q̂1⇒ ((αm ∗ xsi) + Q̂1a) ∗ 2−αs + Q̂1b (4.7)
A simulation was run comparing the baseline signal path with a simulation in-
troducing quantization error. The number of bits used in the multiplication for the
Q errors are as follows: Q̂1a has 16 bits, Q̂1b has 23 bits, Q̂2 has 14 bits, Q̂3 has
23 bits. With the parameters set at unity gain, there is no discernable difference
between the simulation with and without the error introduced. It is only noticeable
when the attenuation parameter is set to a large value. The Q̂1b parameter becomes
noticeable and the noise floor becomes apparent as shown in Figure 4.14. This is not
truly added by the digital system however, as there is a fixed bit width the analog
front end supports. As the signal gets attenuated more and more, it will begin to
drop below the noise floor and disappear. This is actually intended behavior as it is
exactly what a low-power signal being received in the real world would look like.
4.3.1.2.2 Attenuation Error
The α̂m variable is the error in the attenuation as compared to the real world at-
tenuation. The error is due to the fact that the attenuation parameter is only updated
at the parameter rate which is much slower than the sample rate. To characterize the
error in this instance, a random variable is used to represent the error of the current
parameter for any given sample period. The quantity of error is dependent upon:
1. the scenario selected
2. where the parameter period is located in the selected scenario
3. where the sample period is located in the selected parameter period
Since there are quite a variety of possible scenarios (nearly infinite) and the exact
parameter period within a given scenario will vary as will the sample period within the
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Noise Added, 90dB attenuation
Figure 4.14: Signal path simulation showing quantization error with 90 dB of atten-
uation.
parameter period, a random variable will be introduced to represent the inaccuracy.
It will vary over the range of possibilities for the given parameter period. Depending
on the attenuation of the channel over time for the specific scenario and given the
listed assumptions, the maximum error within the pth parameter period for path m
can be described in equation 4.8.
max(α̂m(n)) =αm(p)− αm(p− 1)) where:(p− 1)fp < nfs < pfp (4.8)
α̂m(n) is the estimated error for a given sample n within a given parameter period p
for a given path m. fp is the parameter update rate. fs is the sample rate. Equa-
tion 4.8 will represent the maximum inaccuracy over the parameter period p. α̂m will
represent a random variable for path m, which will be assigned a uniform distribu-
tion function within the bound specified by equation 4.8. Zero is the lower bound
for the random variable, which is the case of a constant attenuation for two adjacent
parameter periods. For a given scenario a uniform distribution may not be an ideal
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representation. Also, for a given parameter period of a given scenario the representa-
tion may not be ideal. However, for a random sampling of parameter periods across
all possible scenarios, a uniformly distributed random variable for the attenuation
error across the range of possible error quantities can be considered a reasonable
approximation.
Next, the difference between two different attenuation values must be estimated.
The worst case terrestrial scenario is two cars closing rapidly. Let’s assume a free
space path loss model as shown in Equation 4.9.
FSPL(dB) =20 ∗ log10(d) + 20 ∗ log10(f) + 32.44 (4.9)
d : distance
f : frequency
This formula is used in a scenario where two radios are closing at 250 miles per hour,
which is much higher than expected terrestrially. The difference between steps at 1
millisecond intervals is taken which would be the maximum error as shown in Equation
4.8. The results are that at most we would expect to see a 1 dB error in attenuation
and that is only when the radios are less than 10 meters apart. At 10 meters apart
the error is .15 dB and it grows exponentially smaller as the radios are farther apart.
This error is quite small and is not expected to affect radio performance.
4.3.1.3 Theoretical Signal Delay Fidelity Experiments
The theoretical signal delay fidelity experiments include the delay interpolation
error, the signal interpolation error, and the Doppler error and noise experiments.
Matlab simulations were used in each of these tests to determine the noise levels and
accuracy of the various components to signal delay fidelity.
4.3.1.3.1 Delay Interpolation Error
The delay interpolation error is the inaccuracy caused by linear interpolation of
the delay parameter throughout the parameter period, which is represented by d̂mi(n)
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in Equation 4.5 for sample n of path m. As with the attenuation error, this error
is dependent upon the scenario characteristics. However, unlike the attenuation, the
delay is linearly interpolated at every sample period reducing the amount of error at
each point. This interpolation analysis is very different than the signal interpolation
analysis as an object moving through the real world will cause a small change in delay
over the course of the parameter period of one millisecond. In fact, so long as there
is no acceleration between two objects there is a linear change in the delay which will
only produce quantization error in the delay parameter. To see how large this error
could be, the same test as above was conducted where a car passes a second car at a
closing speed of 250 mph. The cars pass at ten meters. This is a worst case scenario
because as they pass there is a very rapid change in the second order derivative of the
delay which produces a very large error. Additionally the close proximity that the cars
pass produces a small delay. The combination of the two results in the largest percent
error that will be seen in virtually any scenario. In this case the maximum error seen
is 1.7 picoseconds. The delay at that point is approximately 10 nanoseconds. This
means that the percent error is 0.17%. Given that this is a worst case scenario and
the percent error is so small this is not anticipated to be an issue for the system.
4.3.1.3.2 Signal Interpolation Error
The signal interpolation error: x̂si is complicated but can be best described by a
distribution. It took a significant amount of research to determine the distribution of
this signal and an interesting result is that it is very similar to the average of a nor-
mal and exponential distribution. The analysis was limited to a linear interpolation
implementation. To characterize the probability density function the following steps
were performed:
1. generate a very long signal
2. linearly interpolate that signal between many points
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Figure 4.15: Signal used for the interpolation error analysis viewed in the time domain.
3. determine the error of that interpolation
4. produce a histogram of the error
5. characterize the shape of the histogram with standard distributions
The signal generated was bandlimited noise. This was done to statistically rep-
resent any bandlimited signal. In order to determine the error in the interpolation
this signal was oversampled by a factor of 50. Figure 4.15 shows the time domain
representation of the signal and Figure 4.16 shows the frequency domain representa-
tion. Figure 4.17 is an enlarged view of 4.16 showing just the signal of interest. By
oversampling it is possible to pick to points on the signal that are 50 samples apart,
interpolate between those two samples, and then determine the error in the interpo-
lation by comparing that actual signal with the result from the linear interpolation.
For these results this error calculation is done almost 500 ∗ 106 times which was as
much a computer with 8 Gigabytes of memory could handle. In order to determine
the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the error, a histogram of the error was
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Figure 4.16: Signal used for the interpolation error analysis viewed in the frequency
domain. It is oversampled by more than a factor of 50 to allow for a comparison with
the interpolation

















Figure 4.17: Signal used for the interpolation error analysis viewed in the frequency
domain and enlarged to show the signal of interest.
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Figure 4.18: Distributions of the measured error and normal, first-order zero-mean
exponential, and averaged normal and exponential PDF distributions with identical
standard deviations.
calculated and normalized. The standard deviation of this histogram was used to
show what a normal distribution and a first-order zero-mean exponential distribution
would look like. Figure 4.18 shows these results.
The first-order zero-mean exponential distribution is not a traditional exponential
distribution. Equation 4.10 shows the modified exponential distribution and Equa-
tion 4.11 shows a normal distribution. Both these equations are correct probability



















These results show that neither an exponential or normal distribution accurately
describes the error seen. The peak of the exponential was too high and dropped
too quickly while the normal distribution peek was too low and rolled off too slowly.
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Figure 4.19: Theoretical noise difference when adding signal interpolation error
Because of this the two distributions were averaged. The result is very close to the
distribution seen. The reason for this is unknown; however, it is beyond the scope
of this dissertation to explain. This averaged normal and exponential distribution is
close enough to describe the signal linear interpolation error noise and therefore it






















The only parameter to this distribution is the standard deviation as the mean
error should be zero. This experiment also reveals the value this parameter should
be. Looking at Figure 4.15 the amplitude of the siganal on average is approximately
one, varying between positive 0.5 and negative 0.5. Therefore, the standard deviation
found from this can be linearly scaled with the amplitude of the signal in the signal
path analysis. The standard deviation found from this experiment was 0.0264, which
can be used with the averaged normal and exponential distribution to describe the
linear interpolation error of the signal.
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A random number generator was coded that had the distribution found above.
This was used to add noise to the signal interpolation. The results are shown in
Figure 4.19. This adds quite a large amount of noise; however, this simulation shows
that it is around 50 dB down from the peak signal of interest. This happens to
be the expected signal to noise ratio seen from the AFE analog transmit hardware.
Therefore, if these simulations are correct, the noise is just small enough to not be
noticeable on the real machine. This conclusion is good and will need to be verified
with real-world tests. The next section 4.3.1.3.3 attempts to look at more specific
scenarios as opposed to a general one to get a better idea of the error introduced.
4.3.1.3.3 Doppler Error and Noise
This section shows theoretical Matlab simulations run to determine how accurate
the Doppler effect can be and how much noise is generated by inducing this effect.
It is possible to be very accurate with the change in frequency and several tests were
run that show that all frequency components are shifted to within the accuracy of the
simulation. However, it was observed that the act of inducing a Doppler Shift adds
noise to the signal. It is discovered that this noise is due to the signal interpolation
error and that it is scenario dependant. While the distribution of error presented in
Section 4.3.1.3.2 is a generalization no matter what scenario is given, the particular
scenario of changing delay induces a specific type of error that can be very significant.
It was observed in simulation that as the Doppler (or change in delay) was increased
it induced a significant amount of noise. It was determined that this definitely comes
from the signal interpolation, but the exact mechanism is not entirely understood and
will not be described in this thesis. Instead, the error and the factors that induce the
error are characterized and thresholds are presented where the error will not have an
impact on the system’s emulation of the RF environment.
Figure 4.20 depicts the Doppler error of a signal where the RF Center frequency
is 60MHz and the Doppler is produced by two objects closing at approximately one
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Unity Gain Signal Path
Figure 4.20: Signal of interest under heavy Doppler corresponding to one million
miles per hour
million miles per hour. This extreme example is shown to help describe the issue.
The first thing that is apparent is the multitude of spikes that is seen around each of
the shifted sinusoids. The second thing to notice is that these spikes reduce in number
and magnitude for the sinusoids at the center of the RF band. This observation can
tell us a number of different things. First this effect is due to the signal interpolation.
This becomes apparent when looking the baseband I and Q samples that the signal
interpolation is performed on as shown in Figure 4.21. Stating the observation in
another way: as the signal is farther from baseband the noise is increased. This can
be explained as the lower frequency signals have more samples that represent their
signal and thus there is less error in the signal interpolation. The higher frequency
signals may only have three to four samples that represent the waveform resulting
in a very high amount of error in the signal interpolation. This means that one way
to reduce this error is to oversample the signal as much as possible. Unfortunately,
there is a system limit to oversampling the signal based on the ADC and DAC clock
rates of the AFE. Additionally, increasing the sample rate proportionally increases
the network traffic and amount of computations the entire system has to perform so
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Unity Gain Signal Path
Figure 4.21: In-phase baseband signal of interest under heavy Doppler corresponding
to one million miles per hour.
this must be done with care.
All this analysis has been done on a scenario that the DBES will never reproduce.
The question is: under what scenarios does this noise impact the performance of the
system? There is no firm answer to this question because the impact will vary from
radio to radio and there is no hard line where the noise spikes, it gradually increases
as the Doppler shift increases. A limitation in answering this with simulation, is that
the resolution of the Fourier transform limits the ability to view the spikes. If very
large amounts of samples are used the spikes are more visible. This is why only a
estimate is possible.
The simulation examined the error in Doppler for terrestrial speeds. The good
news is that with two cars moving toward each other at a closing speed of 250 miles per
hour, the Doppler error appears to be minimal. These results are shown in Figure
4.22. For airborne speeds the Doppler error can be seen but because of the long
simulation times and the way the noise slowly increases it is difficult to draw a line.
This analysis will be left for the actual hardware.
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250 mph Doppler Shift

























250 mph Doppler Shift
Figure 4.22: 250 miles per hour Doppler effect shown with enlargement.
4.3.1.4 Theoretical Signal Summation Fidelity Experiments
Two different scenarios are run to show the theoretical signal summation fidelity.
The possible scenarios for these experiments is infinite. The first was selected to
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give strong proof for the capability of the DBES to perform these summations and
it shows how a weak signal can be lost because of a strong signal. The second was
selected because it is a common occurrence in the real world and it shows the greatest
theoretical weakness to the signal summation fidelity which is the ability to cancel
signals. Other scenarios could certainly be performed; however, the results would be
similar in that either they would sum together well with no issues, cancelation would
be a problem due to signal interpolation, or a weak signal could not be properly
represented in the presence of a large signal.
4.3.1.4.1 General Signal Summation
For this experiment an outlandish scenario was created that would be virtually
impossible to recreate in the real-world. In order to recreate this scenario you would
need to set up quickly moving mirrors and so this scenario was dubbed the ”House of
Mirrors” scenario. The point is to test the capabilities of the DBES by showing that
the attenuation and delay parameters for each propagation path can be controlled
independently. The scenario produces nine different Doppler shifts and nine different
attenuation settings for nine different propagation paths. The Doppler was set to be
from negative 400 kHz to positive 400 kHz in 100 kHz steps and the attenuation was
set to increase linearly by five decibels for each propagation path. Because Doppler
exists, the scenario used many parameter sets changing over time to produce this
result which further tested the DBES capabilities. These parameters were given to
the model and the results are in Figure 4.23.
The simulation shows that this scenario worked without an issues. A single si-
nusoid input resulted in nine different sinusoidal outputs simultaneously. All the
amplitudes are correct and each of the frequency shifts are accurate as well. This
fictional scenario tests a lot of the DBES’s capabilities at once including: multipath,
signal interpolation, delay interpolation, attenuation, and parameter delivery just to
name a few. These results show that the DBES should theoretically be able to handle
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Figure 4.23: Theoretical results from a multipath scenario demonstrating DBES ca-
pabilties
all this different functionality well.
These results don’t show a known limitation that will be visible in this experi-
mental fidelity experiment. A small signal can easily be digitally lost in the presence
of a large signal. The DAC only has 16 bits to represent a signal, so if a small signal
is 215 times smaller than a large signal, it cannot be represented. The experimental
section will show that this is ratio actually much worse due to noise generated by the
AFE and the digital loss of the signal occurs well after the small signal can be buried
in noise generated by the large signal.
4.3.1.4.2 Frequency Selective Fading
Frequency selective fading is a phenomenon that occurs when a two or more
propagation paths have a delay that results in the paths canceling each other out.
For these simulations a delay difference between propagation paths corresponding to
one half of the inverse of the cutout frequency is used to create the fading profile. For
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example: if one propagation path has a delay of 100 ns then to produce frequency
cutout at 75 MHz another propagation path should have a delay of 0.5/75MHz+100ns
or 106.667 ns. In this scenario when a 75 MHz signal is sent along both propagation
paths, the result is one arriving 180 degrees out of phase with the other and thus the
signals cancel each other out.
The TDL model used by the DBES can easily replicate these scenarios. The
signal path model was used and two propagation path parameters were given with
identical attenuation and differing delays as described above. The center frequency of
the model was set at 70 MHz and the model had a bandwidth of 30 MHz. The input
signal used was a sum of sinusoids separated by 100 KHz across the entire bandwidth
of the input. This was done to obtain good resolution of the fading profile. The
simulation was run six times with a different cutout frequency for each simulation.
For each run three signals are plotted: the original signal input to the DBES, the
output of the DBES, and a signal representing the ideal fading. The ideal fading
signal was obtained by summing the original signal with the same signal delayed by
the amount prescribed by each fading cutout frequency. This is another reason a sum
of sinusoids signal was used, it was easy to mathematically add the delay to the time
of each sinusoid so that no interpolation was required. In addition after the fourier
transform was performed, the data was reduced by taking the maximum for each
130 kHz interval. This effectively takes the peak of each sinusoid, smooths the line,
and reduces the clutter in the plot so that the shape of the curve can be seen easily.
Figure 4.24 shows these results.
These results show that while fading does occur, it is not quite as good as the ideal
scenario. There can be as much as ten to twenty dB inaccuracy in the result at a given
frequency. Note that cutout frequencies close to the center frequency are typically
very close to the ideal and the farther away the cutout frequency is, the farther from
ideal the result becomes. This is clearly an issue with the signal interpolation error.
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Frequency Cutout = 67.50MHz















Frequency Cutout = 57.50MHz


































Frequency Cutout = 72.50MHz
















Frequency Cutout = 82.50MHz
















Frequency Cutout = 77.50MHz
Figure 4.24: Theoretical frequency selective fading at multiple frequencies
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Since the two signals have different error added into them because of the different
amount of interpolation done, they do not cancel ideally when summed together.
Improving this result is possible by raising the sampling rate of the signal by digital
upsampling prior to the signal path, or by introducing a higher order interpolation
scheme.
Another interesting note is that the signals are not canceled at baseband. By
simply looking at the I and Q signals before mixing to the RF signal, one would have
no way of knowing if frequency fading would occur or not. This means that if fading
is to occur in the actual DBES, the actual signal power cancelation will happen in
the analog domain inside the analog front end.
A final result that further confirms the signal interpolation issue with this scenario,
is that the quality of the cancelation depends on the location of the initial delay value.
Depending on how much signal interpolation is done with the initial delay value,
different results are produced. To show this the same model was used, but instead
of changing the cutout frequency, the initial delay was changed. The reported initial
delay is not in seconds but rather in samples: the actual delay divided by the sample
rate. This is done because an integer number results in no interpolation of that
propagation path. The delay was increased by 0.2 samples from run to run and the
results are shown in Figure 4.25.
The fading profile changes with each graph and ideally, they should be the same.
This shows that depending on how the error in signal interpolation between the two
propagation paths line up, it is possible to get more or less accurate fading profile.
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Figure 4.25: Theoretical frequency selective fading at 60MHz with different delay
offset parameters measured in sample periods
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4.3.2 Experimental Fidelity Analysis
This section experimentally confirms the theoretical analysis of the previous sec-
tion. The goal of this section is to analyze the capabilities of the DBES and determine
their fidelity in terms of accuracy and noise. To achieve this, these studies exclude
the use of radios and instead use a signal generator to produce an RF signal at the
input of the DBES and a spectrum analyzer to view the RF output. It is impossible
to cover all the scenarios in which the DBES would be expected to perform; however,
the primary functions of the DBES are covered here. As in the theoretical study, the
experimental study is grouped into three sections: signal power fidelity, signal delay
fidelity, and signal summation fidelity.
The signal power section analyzes the noise and accuracy of the output power of
the DBES. There two primary factors that contribute to this fidelity metric: spurious
noise produced by the hardware and the dynamic range of the output power.
The signal delay section analyzes the ability of the DBES to implement a specified
signal delay and a specified change in delay. Contributors to the signal delay fidelity
include the minimum and maximum propagation delays of the system, the signal
interpolation noise, and the Doppler effect noise.
The summation of propagation paths section investigates the ability of the DBES
to combine multiple signals. This combination of paths is what creates many real
world effects generically referred to as multipath effects. The two primary contributors
of noise in this section is the hardware limitation of the DAC and the accuracy of
canceling two signals.
For all of these experiments the DBES was configured as a two-node system as
shown in Figure 4.26. This two node setup used exact same FPGA images that
allowed for the 32-node system; however, only three FPGA nodes were used: two radio
nodes and a compute node that connected them. In this manner, it was expected
that any issues with the signal path accuracy in the large system would be seen on
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this system, with the exception of issues in summing multiple signal paths. As the
figure shows, an Agilent E4438C signal generator and a Tektronix SA2600 spectrum
analyzer were used to produce and view the signals. The signal was input and output















Figure 4.26: Two node setup used in fidelity experiments
4.3.2.1 Experimental Signal Power Fidelity Studies
The signal power experiments run included the analog front end noise analysis
and the attenuation results. From the theoretical study, it is not expected that any
of the noise due to quantization should be visible here and it is also expected that
there will not be any detectable error in the attenuation of the signal aside from the
desired effect of the increasing signal to noise ratio as the signal becomes very small.
4.3.2.1.1 Analog Front End Noise Analysis
The analog front end in most scenarios is the main contributor of noise in the
actual system. There are three significant noise sources: the Local Oscillator (LO)
feedthrough, the sideband rejection, and spurious noise. The LO feedthrough exists
because of a DC current imbalance between the baseband analog I and Q signals
prior to mixing them with the local oscillator to the RF frequency. When the I and
Q signals are mixed with the LO and summed, the mismatch in current results in
imperfect rejection of the local oscillator signal and therefore produces a narrowband
signal at the LO frequency. The chip that performs this mixing calibrates the currents
to match, but it is impossible to match exactly.
The second major source of noise is due to imperfect sideband rejection. When
two signals are multiplied together two images are produced, one at the sum and the
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other at the difference of the two signals frequencies. A direct conversion system such
as the one used in the FMC422 uses the in-phase and quadrature parts of a signal
to reject the difference of the two signals. In an actual system this rejection is not
perfect and is generally measured as the difference between the signal of interest and
the sideband signal. Again, steps are done on the FMC422 board to calibrate this
noise to be as low as possible.
The spurious noise occurs because of our setup. The receive LO and transmit LO
are not the same frequency. They are set one megahertz apart. This is done because of
hardware in the Lime microsystems chip. The transmit and receive local oscillators
are generated independently and as a result, are not the exact same in phase and
frequency. It was observed that different noise was seen surrounding the signal of
interest that changed from resetting the boards. This noise was extremely large in
some cases which made it necessary to avoid this situation. The signal is brought in
at one MHz lower frequency than it is output, and is digitally shifted to account for
this difference. This results in a net equal frequency change and removes the large
noise that was not reported here. The problem is that it introduces spurious noise.
A digital LO feedthrough and sideband rejection occurs as well as the analog one
described above. These are generally very small for a radio receiver and are ignored
in normal radio cases. In the DBES case however, the received signal is fed back to
the output and it becomes significant. The LO and sideband signals are mixed and
aliased on the output with the transmit LO and the signal of interest. This shows up
as spurious noise throughout the band of interest. Whereas the sideband frequency
is easy to predict, this noise is not due to the mixing and aliasing nature. If you take
the sum and difference of each of the noise sources and the signal of interest you will
find these locations. The good news is that this noise is generally the smallest of the
three presented here.
Presented in Figure 4.27 is a typical noise after the AFE has been calibrated for
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our system when outputting a single frequency. Better and worse calibration results
have been observed. There are a few tricks that can be implemented to improve the
calibration but those steps are not going to be described in detail here because they
are specific to the RF frequency used and would only improve the noise in special
circumstances. This result was obtained without any special calibration techniques;
the calibration routine was run on the AFE as delivered by the manufacturer. Marker
one, the light purple diamond, shows the signal of interest. Marker two, the green
square, shows the sideband noise measurement which here is 42 dB below the signal
of interest. Marker three, the light blue triangle, is the LO feedthrough. Markers
four and five, the purple cross and orange circle, are the spurious noise due to the
LO and signal mixing. All the noise here with the exception of the LO feedthrough
all decreases when the signal of interest decreases. This means that typical signal to
noise performance of 40 dBc should be expected. The LO feedthrough noise does not
decrease with decreasing signal and can be an issue if there is not enough attenuation
between the radio and the DBES on the transmit side. Once the TGC is implemented,
this too will decrease with increased attenuation which will improve the SNR at low
signal levels.
4.3.2.1.2 Attenuation Results
The integrity of the signal output is a primary concern for the fidelity of the
system. The challenge is that the power output of the system is over a very large
range. In the real world, a good radio can pick out a signal as low as −115 dBm
which is also a typical noise floor. In addition, received signals can be higher than
−30 dBm depending on the output power of the transmitting radio. It is desirable
for the DBES to be able to recreate signals in this range. This experiment is designed
to show this capability.
A scenario was run that linearly changes the Decibel attenuation parameter from
the maximum value to the minimum value and back over the course of thirty seconds.
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Figure 4.27: Typical AFE noise showing local oscillator, sideband, and spurious noise
sources
Note that this produces an exponential change in the power of the signal over time.
The ideal result is that the signal appears from below the noise floor at some point,
rises to a peak and then falls back below the noise floor without any extraneous
noise. As described by the AFE noise section, this will not happen as the sideband
and mixed sideband signals will grow and shrink with the signal of interest. An
additional issue is that the local oscillator noise will be present at the same level
throughout the experiment which could be a problem depending on the scenario. As
described in the AFE section these issues cannot be easily dealt with so the actual
signal is focused on during this experiment. The results of the scenario are shown in
Figure 4.28.
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(a) The signal is just appearing above the
noise floor
(b) The Decibel level of the signal linearly
grows with respect to time
(c) The maximum signal is shown along with
the now decreasing signal
(d) The maximum signal and the noise floor
after the scenario concludes
Figure 4.28: Snapshots from the experimental attenuation results showing more than
90dB of dynamic range
These results show that the signal does indeed rise from the noise floor, peaks,
and then decreases below the noise floor. This result shows that the DBES is capable
of a dynamic range of greater than 90 dB as measured by the difference between
the maximum signal shown and the minimum signal that can be seen. A very small
bandwidth is shown so that the noise floor of the spectrum analyzer is as low as
possible. It should also be noted that while a single signal can be produced at that
range, inside the DBES there is only one bit representing that signal. This means
that while the signal can be represented, it may not carry enough information for a
radio to decode. This is radio dependant and to answer this question one would need
to acquire the radio in question and test it to find out.
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4.3.2.2 Experimental Signal Delay Fidelity Experiments
The signal delay fidelity experiments measure the ability of the DBES to accu-
rately delay signals and the noise inducing this delay causes. These experiments
include the propagation delay, static signal delay, and the Doppler shift experiments.
In the theoretical section, there was the signal path and doppler interpolation error
analysis.
4.3.2.2.1 Propagation Delay Measurements
The propagation delay of the system is important because it is typically a constant
source of inaccuracy. Scenarios can be developed such that each radio stays a specified
distance away from every other radio and then the delay through the system can be
negated; however, this will not typically be possible. Ideally, this measurement will
be zero; however, this is impossible.
The setup for this scenario is similar to the one described at the beginning of the
experimental fidelity study; however, an oscilloscope (Tektronics DPO7354) is used
in place of a spectrum analyzer, and the input signal to the DBES is split with an RF
splitter and also input into the oscilloscope. The output of the DBES at the TRCal
board was connected to another channel on the oscilloscope so that the difference
between the input and output could be seen. The challenge with this measurement is
to get in input signal to ramp up to full scale quickly. If a signal generator turns on it
can take 10’s or 100’s of microseconds to ramp up to full scale which would make this
measurement impossible. Ultimately, a spectrum analyzer that allowed for amplitude
modulation was used. The modulation frequency was set as low as possible (around
one kilo-Hertz) and the amplitude change was set from zero to full. With a carrier
frequency of 105 MHz, this produced the desired rapidly increasing signal necessary.
Figure 4.29 shows a screen capture of the oscilloscope that was set for a single trigger
at a threshold above the noise floor.
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Figure 4.29: Measurement of the propagation delay through the system
This shows that the entire system has approximately a 2.04 microsecond delay.
Other carrier frequencies were used in each tuning band of the FMC422 and in all cases
the result was the same amount of delay. The speed of light can travel approximately
600 meters in this time. This 600 meters therefore corresponds to the DBES minimum
distance because if it takes two microseconds for a signal to propagate through the
DBES then it cannot emulate a delay of less than two microseconds. It can emulate
two delays that are only a nanosecond apart as shown in the next paragraph, but the
absolute delay of each must be greater than two microseconds. Fortunately, most field
radios are designed to work at much longer distances than that and a two microsecond
delay is not an issue. However, this could be a problem for other wireless devices such
as IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) and IEEE 802.15 (bluetooth) standard waveforms which are
designed to operate over much shorter distances.
4.3.2.2.2 Doppler Shift Results
The Doppler results presented here correspond the the theoretical predictions in
the signal interpolation error sections 4.3.1.3.2 and the Doppler error and noise
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Figure 4.30: Experimental Doppler results showing good shift of approximately 2.56
kHz corresponding to a closing speed of approximately 1600 mph
section 4.3.1.3.3. The DBES was setup as a two node as shown in Figure 4.26
with a signal generator and spectrum analyzer. Matlab was used to generate a single
propagation path with a changing delay over several seconds so that a Doppler Shift is
seen. Figure 4.30 shows a large doppler shift of a signal at 1001.2 MHz corresponding
to a closing velocity of approximately 1700 miles per hour. The DBES produces the
correct Doppler shift of approximately 2.56 kHz. The center frequency of the DBES
was at one gigahertz. Notice that some noise is seen but it is very low because the
signal of interest is close to the center frequency. This is exactly as predicted in the
theoretical section.
The next set of graphs shown in Figure 4.31 displays results from several tests run
with different closing velocity speeds. For each of these graphs the DBES was loaded
with a different set of parameters that corresponds to the desired closing velocity.
With the low velocity shifts of less than 250 mph no noise is seen on the spectrum
analyzer. At 500 mph noise can be seen but it is difficult to pick out but starting
at 1000 mph and higher, the noise becomes very apparent on the spectrum analyzer.
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This noise is different than anticipated by the theoretical analysis. Based on repeated
simulations the notion was that the noise spurs would increase in amplitude as the
closing velocity increased. This was an incorrect assumption as shown by this figure.
It turns out that the spread of the spurs increases with closing velocity, but the
amplitude stays the same. This was missed by the simulations, probably because
of the inaccuracies in the digital fourier transform and the necessity for very large
time series data to decern these spurs. This result confirms that at normal terrestrial
speeds less than 200 mph the Doppler effect should not produce significant error as
even though these spurs would still exist, they would be less than 10 Hz away from
the correct signal which is not likely to cause issues in the radios. It also confirms
the signal interpolation is an issue and further investigation should be performed to
improve it.
4.3.2.2.3 Static Signal Delay
The static signal delay determines the ability of the DBES to accurately delay a
signal by a fixed amount. As shown in the propagation delay results, the delay must
be greater than approximately 2 microseconds but after that point the question is:
how accurate of a delay can be produced and how much noise does it add to the result?
The accuracy of the delay can be answered by simply looking at the digital capabilities
of the DBES. The delay parameter has thirteen bits to the left of the decimal and
nineteen bits to the right of the decimal. The parameter is measured in sample
periods so with a sample rate of 41.96 MHz the static resolution is approximately
45 femtoseconds. In fact when interpolating the system uses 24 bits, resulting in a
dynamic delay resolution of approximately 1.4 femtoseconds. The static resolution
results in an positional accuracy greater than 20 microns which at first sounds more
accurate than needed, but as shown in the frequency fading section, it is necessary
to achieve appropriate nulling of high-frequency signals.
In order to achieve this resolution, the signal is interpolated between sample
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(a) Velocity of 250 mph, shift of 376 Hz (b) Velocity of 500 mph, shift of 752 Hz
(c) Velocity of 1000 mph, shift of 1.50 kHz (d) Velocity of 1500 mph, shift of 2.26 kHz
(e) Velocity of 2000 mph, shift of 3.01 kHz (f) Velocity of 3000 mph, shift of 4.51 kHz
Figure 4.31: Experimental Doppler results showing noise from signal interpolation.
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points. This means that there is inherent error in the signal produced by this de-
lay. The theoretical doppler shift result shows that the interpolation produces noise
with a change in delay, but does the signal interpolation produce noise with a static
delay? The worse case scenario for the noise would be when the delay parameter
is 0.5, meaning the interpolated result is mid way between two samples. This delay
parameter was put into the DBES and a static sinusoid was put through the system.
No noise was seen on the output as compared to a signal with zero delay and no
interpolation. If the signal was not static then it may be possible to see noise as
predicted in the theoretical signal interpolation section, but it was not possible to
verify this experimentally.
4.3.2.3 Experimental Signal Summation Experiments
In this section there are two experiments: the general summation of propagation
paths and the frequency selective fading experiments. Both these experiments are
continuations from the theoretical signal summation fidelity tests and use the actual
DBES to verify the theoretical predictions determined by those tests.
4.3.2.3.1 General Summation of Propagation Paths Evaluation
This is the experimental study of the same outlandish scenario that was created
for the theoretical section: the ”House of Mirrors” scenario. Again, the point is to test
the capabilities of the DBES by showing that the attenuation and delay parameters
for each propagation path can be controlled independently. A single sinusoid input is
turned into nine sinusoid outputs but manipulating nine different propagation paths.
The Doppler shift was set to be from negative 4 kHz to positive 4 kHz in one kilohertz
steps. The attenuation was set to be from 50 dB to 10 dB in 5 dB steps. The results
are shown in Figure 4.32.
The simulation shows that this scenario worked and produced accurate Doppler
and attenuation; however, there was a significant noise issue. There is a spur located
approximately one kilohertz above the largest shift that is larger than the smallest
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Figure 4.32: Experimental signal summation results
sinusoid output. This highlights a weakness of the DBES: generating very large signals
and very small signals simultaneously is very challenging. As shown in the AFE noise
section, the spurious noise is typically 40 dB below the largest signal. This means
that if a signal of interest is 40 dB below a second signal of interest, the first signal
of interest will be at the noise level generated by the second signal of interest. There
is little that can be done about this, short of replacing the AFE with another, more
expensive AFE. This is one of the tradeoffs of using a direct conversion methodology.
Each direct conversion AFE cost approximately 15 times less than an intermediate
frequency system, but the noise performance in band is not as good as an IF system.
4.3.2.3.2 Frequency Selective Fading Results
The frequency selective fading results from the theoretical section showed a great
deal of inaccuracy in the frequency location and the amplitude of the fade. It was
unsure if this behavior would be seen, or if any nulling would be seen. As mentioned
in the theoretical fading section, the amplitude and the notch of the fade does not
occur at baseband, but rather when the I and Q signals are mixed together with
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Figure 4.33: Fading at 1001 MHz with a center frequency at 1000 MHz
the LO. While the mathematics showed that this should occur, the concern was that
there were real world ”oddities” that could keep this from happening. The theoretical
section result was that the farther away from the RF center frequency, the worse the
null. Therefore, a null of 1001 Mhz was used with an RF center frequency of 1000
MHz to attempt to attain a good fade. Once the DBES was running with the fading
parameters in the system, the signal generator was stepped through several different
frequencies across a 20 MHz band. The maximum hold on the spectrum analyzer held
the output of the DBES for each frequency which makes it possible to see a broad
spectrum result in one picture. To reiterate: this is not a single output of the DBES,
it is the maximum response to several different sinusoid inputs. The results shown
in Figure 4.33 are excellent. The fade happens at exactly 1001 MHz and the null is
quite deep. This result means that it is possible for fading to occur and that it can
be a very good fade. The problem is that this is only one result and is close to the
best that the DBES can achieve at this time.
The theoretical fading section found that the delay offset, a parameter that has
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no real world meaning, would affect the quality of the fade. The delay offset is the
amount of delay the first propagation path has. The second propagation path is added
to null the first, and therefore has a delay slightly more than the first path. Ideally, it
should not matter what the delay offset is, the result should be the same. It was seen
in the theoretical study that this was not the case. The next test was done to verify
if the theoretical study was accurate in it’s predictions. Figure 4.34 shows a fade at
1009 MHz with a center frequency of 1000 MHz with each graph showing a different
delay offset. These results show a fade is not accurate in the location or the depth
and one that moves around under conditions that it should remain fixed, just as the
theoretical results predicted. It is good that the experimental results matched the
theoretical, but unfortunately the results are not as good as one may hope. As found
in the theoretical section, this result is due to the signal interpolation accuracy. This
is another case of signal interpolation decreasing the fidelity of the emulation and
again, increased sample frequency or improved interpolation scheme would improve
these results.
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(a) Delay offset = 0.0
(b) Delay offset = 0.2
(c) Delay offset = 0.4 (d) Delay offset = 0.6
Figure 4.34: Frequency selective fading seen at 1009 MHz with different delay offsets.
Delay offsets presented are in units of sample periods. The sample frequency used
was 41.96 MHz resulting in a sample period of approximately 23.83 nanoseconds.
4.3.3 Observational Fidelity Analysis
The observational study consists of several scenarios run for different numbers of
radios. The parameters for these scenarios were created by custom Matlab scripts and
by REMCOM’s Wireless In-Site. The experimental and theoretical fidelity studies
prove that the DBES works as it was intended. From that point of view, this section is
not necessary to confirm the fidelity of the system; however, the DBES was intended
to be used with real wireless devices and up to this point in this dissertation, none
have been connected to the DBES. From an academic point of view, this section is
observational science as it has not been possible to construct a control for all but one
of these experiments. In observational science the goal is to simply observe behavior
and then draw conclusions or more questions from the results. From a practical point
of view, the purpose of this fidelity study is to gain confidence in the capabilities
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of the DBES without the need to understand the complexities of the experimental
and theoretical studies. A potential user of the system does not want to hear about
signal power fidelity or any of the other complicated theoretical and experimental
studies that were performed. Many users just want to know if they can connect
their radios to the DBES and have it work. The goal of this section is to conduct
observational science to improve a layperson’s confidence of the system and examine
DBES performance with radios.
This section consists of three scenarios with two radios and one scenario with five
radios. For the two node scenarios, the DBES was set up just as in the experimental
section with a compute node, two radio nodes, and two TRCal boards. For the five
node scenario, five radio nodes with their accompanying analog hardware were all
connected to a single compute node. The entire use case (Section 3.6) describes how
the DBES was set up for each of these scenarios. The major difference between the
signal generator tests and using actual radios was getting the correct power levels
into the DBES and ensuring the radios were isolated from each other as described in
Section 3.6.4.
Even though this is largely observational science, steps were taken to be able to
qualify the outcome with the two node scenarios. The first scenario is an attenuation
scenario where a control was used to compare radio behavior with and without the
DBES. In the second and third scenarios, a signal generator and spectrum analyzer
was used to view the DBES behavior without radios. This allows predictions to
be made about the radio behavior and gives confidence further confidence in the
observed behavior of the DBES with the radios. The final scenario with five nodes
is strictly observational. The radios were connected, the DBES was run, and results
were gathered. However, the scenario was run three times to see discrepancies between
runs.
It is important to the developer and owner of the ad-hoc networking radios used
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in these experiments that specific metrics that could allow someone to determine
performance characteristics of the radio are not revealed. Several steps are taken
to ensure this does not happen including not reporting the name of the actual radio
used and obfuscating reported data received from the radio. For these tests the Signal
Power (SP) and Signal Quality (SQ) metrics are gathered from the radios. The radios
report signal statistics on who they are connected to and how good the link between
the radios is every five seconds. The original radio statistics reported are altered by
a linear transformation to obtain the reported SP and SQ metrics. In addition, some
tests also have data pushed through the radio. The amount of data transmitted and
received will be reported in packets. The size of each packet in bytes will not be
reported. The size of each packet will remain constant within a single experiment;
however, the size of the packet could change from experiment to experiment.
At the time of this dissertation the phase shift has not been implemented as it’s
necessity was not realized until late in the development cycle. The results for the
tests do not include a phase shift and this could certainly impact the fidelity of the
scenario. The phase shift implementation is determined and will be added as soon as
time permits.
4.3.3.1 Radio Attenuation Results
While tests in Section 4.3.2.1.2 were performed to ensure that the DBES handles
attenuation properly, it is important to make sure the DBES affects radios in the
same manner as a simple attenuator would and that the noise generated by the DBES
would not affect the radio. This is the only scenario experiment that has a control and
is not strictly observational. The radios were connected with a variable attenuator
and the SP and SQ of each radio were recorded. The DBES was then connected in
the same manner and the attenuation parameters were digitally changed inside the
DBES. If the DBES matches the radio behavior seen with an attenuator, then the test
will be considered a success. The results are shown in Table 4.4. Note that the exact
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Table 4.4: Attenuation results with radios
Prog Radio 1 Radio 2 DBES Radio 1 Radio 2
Attn SP SQ SP SQ Attn SP SQ SP SQ
0 94 9.5 94 9.5
5 89 9.7 89 9.7
10 84 9.7 84 9.7
15 80 9.7 80 9.7
20 75 9.0 76 9.0
25 71 8.8 71 8.8
30 65 8.0 66 8.0
35 60 7.8 61 7.8
40 54 7.8 55 7.8 0 56 7.7 56 7.7
45 52 7.8 50 7.8 5 51 7.7 51 7.7
50 47 7.8 47 7.8 10 48 7.7 46 7.7
55 42 7.8 41 7.8 15 44 7.7 42 7.7
60 37 7.7 37 7.8 20 38 7.7 36 7.7
65 33 7.7 32 7.8 25 34 7.7 31 7.7
70 28 7.7 27 7.8 30 29 7.7 27 7.7
75 22 7.7 22 7.8 35 23 7.7 21 7.7
80 18 7.7 17 7.8 40 19 7.0 17 7.2
85 13 4.5 13 6.0 45 14 5.0 12 3.5
90 8 2.3 9 2.5 50 9 2.2 9 2.2
95 4 4.2 3 out 55 5 2.2 5 2.2
100 out out out out 60 out out out out
amount of attenuation added is not reported. There was a fixed amount of attenuation
between the radios for both tests that was added to the attenuation reported here.
Also, for this test the DBES added about 40 dB of attenuation through the system
with no digital attenuation. This corresponds to the maximum signal that the DBES
could output and is why the SP and SQ metrics for a DBES attenuation of 0 dB
match the metrics for the attenuator set to 40 dB. As mentioned in Section 3.6.4 the
isolation was an issue for the DBES. Because of the isolation issue, large attenuators
have to be placed immediately on the output of the radios. This attenuates both
the transmitted and received signal. The output power of the AFE could only be so
large, which therefore limits the maximum signal strength received at the radio.
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Figure 4.35: Radio attenuation results showing the signal power and signal quality
As you can see, when the radios were connected to the DBES they behaved iden-
tically as when they were connected with attenuators over a range of approximately
60 dB. This means that the DBES with radios attached obtained about 60 dB of
dynamic output power range. Theoretically, the DBES should be capable of more
than 90 dB; however, it was not possible to show that with the radios tested because
of isolation issues explained in Section 3.6.4. This means that there will be a radio
received power ceiling that may not be true to the real world. If a different radio
was used that could receive a signal 10 dB lower than this radio, it is possible that
70 dB of dynamic range could be claimed because theoretically the DBES should be
representing signals at that level accurately. This is mentioned to simply point out
another case of a metric depending on the characteristics of the radio used.
This test also gives some meaning to the SP and SQ metrics. As can be seen by
the test, the SP metric could almost be given units of decibels because for every 10
dB of change in the input signal the SP metric changes by 10. A value of zero in
SP means that the radio cannot see the input signal. The SQ metric was scaled to a
value from zero to ten. As can be seen in Figure 4.35, under good propagation path
conditions, the SQ metric is around 7.7. Once the signal power gets to a point where
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the radio is struggling to receive a signal, the SQ metric quickly drops off. Also note
that in the control experiment with the attenuator, the SQ metric actually increases
for the first radio at an attenuation of 95 dB. In observing the radio output during
times when a received signal was very weak and on the verge of being detectable, the
SQ metric would jump around significantly. In truth the first radio was occasionally
reporting seeing the second radio and occasionally reporting not seeing it. This is
mentioned here, because this radio behavior could probably be seen in the five node
scenario. This shows that it is radio behavior and not the DBES interfering with
radio behavior because it happens when just attenuators connect the radios.
4.3.3.2 Two Node Divided Wall Scenario
This scenario used two nodes divided by a very thick wall with a gap in the
middle. The goal was to show a simple on/off scenario, but it turned out to be a little
more interesting than that. The scenario was generated by Wireless InSite. While it
was not possible to generate a control for this test, it was possible to view how the
DBES handles this scenario using a signal generator and spectrum analyzer. This
scenario was first run by injecting a narrowband RF signal into the first channel and
viewing the output of the second channel on the spectrum analyzer. This gives a
good indication that the DBES is operating as it should; however, it is possible for
things to be missed on a spectrum analyzer and so two Ad-Hoc Networking radios
were used to confirm that the system will perform as expected in this scenario.
The scenario viewer in the DBES GUI was used to display the scenario and the
output of the spectrum analyzer was placed along side. A freeware program called
ActivePresenter was used to capture the image on the screen and produce a video.
The synchronization between the two was not perfect as on close inspection is was
off by approximately 200 milliseconds. There is inherent delay between the spectrum
analyzer seeing the signal, producing the spectrum results and sending the screen
image over ethernet. In addition the DBES GUI was operating remotely over an X-
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windows session which has delay as well. These factors prohibit exact timing; however,
it is good enough to give confidence that the system is operating as expected.
The results in Figure 4.36 show that the signal disappears when blocked by the
wall as expected and reappears when the walls are not there. Additionally, the results
show that the signal does not just disappear and reappear instantly as can been seen
in Figure 4.36d. The scenario compiler found propagation paths that refracted and
reflected off the walls so that a signal could be seen when the line of sight was
lost. To ensure this was accurate, the parameters generated by the Wireless In-site
were inspected closely and it was confirmed that there was a significant signal power
coming through reflections when the radios came close to the edge of the wall. It is
important for the DBES to be able to recreate such a situation as it is common in
urban environments.
Next the same scenario was run with radios attached and the results are shown
in Figure 4.37. This shows typical radio performance as expected for this scenario.
The radio statistics show that they are unable to communicate behind the wall but
as they emerge the link is formed and they begin to send data.
4.3.3.3 Two Node Run-by Scenarios
This scenario involves two radios in a high Doppler scenario. One radio was
stationary and placed at the center of a flat open terrain. A second radio started
at one end of the terrain and drove in a straight line at a constant velocity past the
first radio and off to the end of the wall where the scenario ends. At the closest
point, the radios were 100 meters apart. The idea behind this is that it would test
Doppler shift capabilities and the change in Doppler shift. This scenario was created
first with REMCOM but the actual parameters used were created with Matlab. The
REMCOM scenario did not produce any multipath environment which means that
the ground reflections were too small in comparison with the line of sight signal to
be used. At the time of this dissertation the REMCOM software was taking too
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(a) Start of scenario, signal is seen
(b) Behind first wall, signal not seen
(c) Past first wall, signal seen
Figure 4.36: Two node two wall scenario with time progressing from (a) to (f). The
purple M1 purple diamond marker denotes the current power on the blue trace that
is somewhat hidden by the yellow trace which is a maximum hold. Figure continued
on next page
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(d) Line of sight is lost but signal visible due to multipath
(e) Behind second wall, signal not seen
(f) After second wall, signal seen
Figure 4.36: Continued from previous page
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Figure 4.37: Two node divided wall scenario results with radio reporting SP and SQ
metrics
long to run, so Matlab was used to generate the parameters over a larger distance.
This scenario is similar the one mentioned in the use case Section 3.6, only the long
wall was not used in this scenario. That section can be consulted to see how the
parameters were generated.
Theoretically, this scenario should produce a Doppler shift and amplitude as shown
in Figure 4.38. Notice how it is relatively constant positive Doppler shift at first but
then quickly changes as the radios pass each other until it is a relatively constant neg-
ative Doppler shift. Figure 4.39 shows snapshots of the video recorded that demon-
strates the theoretical behavior exactly. Notice that as the radios are passing each
other, the Doppler shift changes so quickly that the Spectrum Analyzer does not scan
fast enough to capture the change. The result is only a few data points are grabbed
while the shift is transitioning. This is a deceiving result as the Doppler shift pro-
duced by the DBES is actually very consistent and does not happen in discrete steps
as shown by the spectrum analyzer. The signal interpolation ensures that the signal
remains continuous throughout the rapid Doppler change. Perhaps the best proof of
this comes from the next part where actual radios are connected to the system and
this scenario is run.
Now that the theoretical behavior was confirmed with the DBES, radios were con-
nected to see how they would perform with such a Doppler shift and these results are
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Figure 4.38: Theoretical Doppler shift and attenuation (FSPL) for the run-by scenario
with distance between the radios also shown.
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(a) 0:00 Prior to scenario start: yellow shows
unity gain and blue shows zero gain
(b) 0:11 Scenario just stared, yellow line
(maximum hold) reset shortly after
(c) 2:09 Heavy Doppler shift as radios ap-
proaching passing point
(d) 2:26 Shortly before the passing point
showing rapidly changing Doppler
(e) 2:34 The radios have passed and there is
a heavy negative Doppler shift
(f) 4:54 Scenario is almost over and the sig-
nal strength is lower
Figure 4.39: The two node run-by scenario testing with RF signal generator and
spectrum Analyzer. The yellow line is a maximum hold and the blue line is the
current signal.
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Figure 4.40: Two node run-by scenario results with radio reporting SP and SQ metrics
in Figures 4.40. These figures show a zero attenuation state and then full attenuation
state prior to starting scenario. This was done and is shown to give a baseline to
the radio behavior. The actual scenario starts at t = 0 on the graphs and proceeds
for 300 seconds. At first glance these results appear to be relatively melodramatic
as the radios maintained a constant state of connectivity throughout the scenario.
This however, is exactly what the radios should do. Notice that the radios do not
lose connectivity during the rapid Doppler shift and that the signal quality metric
the number of packets received does not change significantly. This is how the radios
are expected to perform and is strong evidence of the quality of the signal produced.
If the DBES produced a non-continuous signal that discretely changed frequencies, it
would be likely that significant errors would be seen in the radios.
Another interesting piece of information is that the signal quality metric has been
diminished from a standard attenuation. The question is, did the DBES cause this
in error or is this an actual effect that would be seen in the field? Unfortunately, this
question cannot be definitively answered in this dissertation as it would be necessary
to take the radios into the field by a racetrack and borrow some expensive cars.
Notice that the SQ metric prior to starting the scenario is ideal and only when the
scenario begins does the decrease in SQ occur. This proves that the DBES was set
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up correctly and the diminished SQ occurs because of channel effects produced by
the DBES. Given that the signal interpolation noise was not seen when running this
scenario with a signal generator and spectrum analyzer, and that the DBES was
correctly setup prior to the scenario running, there is a lot of evidence supporting the
theory that this is exactly how the radios would preform in the real world. This also
demonstrates the power of the DBES by showing a scenario that is very complicated
to reproduce in the real-world is relatively easy to perform in the lab with the DBES.
4.3.3.4 Five Node Scenario
The five node scenario is based off a location called Dupont Circle in Washington
DC. This scenario was shown in the REMCOM Wireless InSite section (Figure 3.14)
and is shown with a different view in Figure 4.41. The scenario area is approximately
one half mile by one half mile. The Wireless In-site software was used to generate this
scenario. This particular terrain and building information came with the software,
which made it easy to simply place radios and move them on a particular route
through the city. These particular routes were almost picked randomly. The goal was
to spread the radios out and try to induce a lot of channel effects with the urban
environment. The hope was that the radios would gain and lose connectivity because
of the buildings. Three different runs were successfully completed with this scenario.
This was done to see if the radios would display repeatable behavior and to have some
comparison of performance. There is one other issue to discuss prior to showing the
results. One of the radios did not have the equipment to gather metrics from them.
Because the paths are generally symmetrical this information was filled in based on
what the other radio said the link was. Also note that the radio without the data
gathering ability was radio four in the first test and radio three in tests two and three.
As described in the use case section the system was set up, the radios were connected,
and the scenario was run. Before showing the results for every node, the results from
a single signal path will be displayed as shown in Figure 4.42.
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Figure 4.41: 3D model of a location in Washington DC along with the five different
radio paths used in the five node scenario
Figure 4.42 shows the signal power metric for the signal path from radio three
to radio one. This means that radio three was the transmitting radio and radio one
was the receiving radio. The three different color lines each represent a run of this
same scenario. If the repeatability of the test was perfect each of the lines would sit
directly on top of one another. This is not exactly the case here; however, the lines
trend together. The biggest difference is a standard offset in the power level from
run to run. Each of these runs occurred on different days and the setup was slightly
different each time. The setup was different because there was no automated way of
getting the power settings just right. Because there was no automation, the result
was different each time. This is one major lesson learned taken from this experiment
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Figure 4.42: SP result for radio 3 to radio 1 in five node scenario
and development began on automating this process immediately. For these results
however, the data will not line up perfectly. What is very good is that the data trends
together exceptionally well. So while there is a SP offset, the SP for each day rises
and falls in unison.
Next, the signal path between radio three and radio one will be examined thor-
oughly to determine if the DBES correlates with the scenario. Radio one is stationary
and radio three moves North in a straight line one block over from radio one as shown
in Figure 4.41. In the beginning, radio three has almost line of sight to radio one,
until it drives past the first triangular block of buildings. This corresponds exactly
with the SP results as this is the first large hump seen between 0 and 50 seconds.
The time from 50 and 100 seconds is characterised by the loss of line of sight. The
SP takes a large dip but is still connected due to the multipath around the building.
The SP slowly increases as it nears the corner of the building until line of sight is
reestablished at around 100 seconds. The time between 100 and 150 seconds is char-
acterized by line of sight in the beginning and end with a small building blocking line
of sight in the middle. The time between 150 and 220 seconds is similar to the time
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period between 50 and 100 seconds where there is a group of buildings blocking line
of sight, but there is decent amount of RF reflections and diffractions that maintains
connectivity between the radios. The time between 225 and the end of the scenario
shows line of sight established at first but then as the radio moves up the street it
loses line of sight and the signal level continues to drop as radio three moves away
from radio one. This clearly shows an excellent correlation between the scenario and
the SP results.
The signal quality metric was also plotted and Figure 4.43 shows the SQ metric
between radios three and one for each of the three runs. Unfortunately, this shows
another issue with one of the runs. For runs one and two the SQ metric is exactly as
one would expect, the SP was good but occasionally dipped low and this kept the SQ
high for the majority of the time. Run three however, shows an odd middle of the
road and oscillating metric. Something was not quite set up correctly with this run.
What this issue was is hard to say but a good guess is that the received signal power
was brought in slightly too high resulting in occasional bad symbols as the power
level peaked. This would result in a signal that was received at approximately the
correct power level but with some of the information in the packet garbled because
of the DBES. The radios still communicated and the power levels were still accurate;
however, the fidelity of the third run is diminished because of this issue.
Next the signal power is plotted for all the signal paths and is shown in Figure 4.44.
Each plot in this figure is created in the same manner as the plot shown in Figure 4.42.
The first thing seen in this plot is that generally the signal power results correlate
with themselves over time very nicely. Each of them has the same signal power offset
as described previously, which does make sense; if one was off then likely each of
them would be off. This dissertation will not describe in detail every signal path
as was done in the previous paragraph; however, in spot checking each of them an
excellent correlation between scenario and signal power can also be seen. There are
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Figure 4.43: SQ result for radio 3 to radio 1 in five node scenario
a few exceptions and one of them is in the signal path from radio two to radio four.
The first run does not correlate with the runs two and three for a small period of
time. The data for that run was actually not collected by radio four because that
radio did not have the data capturing hardware. That data was captured by radio
two. If one looks at the signal path from radio four to radio two this leads to an
interesting discovery. The signal paths from two to four and from four to two are
not reciprocal from approximately 200 to 275 seconds in the scenario. This could be
an issue with the scenario compiler or this could be accurate. Unfortunately there
is no way of knowing for sure the cause, but it is an interesting result that requires











Figure 4.44: The signal power metric shown for three different runs of the 5 node
urban scenario. The rows correspond to a given transmitting radio and the columns
correspond to a receiving radio. With a few exceptions these results show excellent
repeatability from run to run.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
This dissertation has described the research into and creation of a scalable digital
wireless channel emulator dubbed the Digital Battlespace Environment Simulator.
The thesis question for this dissertation is: constructing a DWCE with a distributed
architecture provides superior scalability than previously documented systems while
maintaining high fidelity. To confirm the thesis statement three questions were asked.
The first question was: is it possible to build a DWCE utilizing a distributed architec-
ture? To answer this question the feasibility study was performed and a two channel
prototype was constructed and analyzed as shown in Section 4.1. Most of the basic
components that were eventually used in the large scale DBES were first tested in this
prototype. There were many uncertainties about how the system would behave and
if it would work at all. The prototype addressed the majority of those uncertainties
and showed that yes, it is indeed possible to construct a DWCE utilizing a distributed
architecture.
The second question was: can this architecture provide a scalable and cost effec-
tive solution as compared to other testing alternatives? To answer this question the
scalability study was performed as shown in Section 4.2. Using resource utilization
information compiled from working DBES VHDL code, the required hardware was
determined based on the number of channels, number of propagation paths, and sig-
nal bandwidth. The study showed that using the same (V,8,2)-network design and
hardware that is in the working DBES it is possible to reach 102 node system and
still maintain excellent signal bandwidth and number of propagation paths. In addi-
tion, using the same hardware but redesigning the network to a hypercube, it would
be possible to reach a 1250 node system with 625 FPGAs. The largest hypercube
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system would have significantly limited signal bandwidth and only one propagation
path per node; however, smaller hypercube systems could be viable solutions depend-
ing on requirements. For whatever sized system desired, the study showed exactly
how many propagation paths and signal bandwidth would be achievable. In addition,
new FPGAs are constantly being developed. This study only used the current hard-
ware created, but this analysis could be performed with Virtex 7 or future technology
that would increase the network bandwidth and available resources significantly. The
algorithms used to determine these results could easily be re-run with the new speci-
fications. This would produce an entirely new set of results that would allow for even
larger DWCEs to be created. In addition to the ability to scale, the section on the
hardware cost of the system showed that for less than half the cost of a field test, it
was possible to build a DWCE for that test and then run that field test in the lab. So
the answer to this question is a definite yes, it is a scalable and cost effective solution
for testing wireless devices.
The final question is: is the fidelity of the system good enough to be a substitute for
the alternative field test? It was discussed in the introduction that it was impossible
to give a definitive yes to this question. There are too many variables having to do
with different radios and different scenarios that all of them cannot be evaluated;
however, a best attempt to determine the fidelity of the DBES was presented in
Section 4.3. Any given performance metric for the DBES can be categorised as
signal power fidelity, signal delay fidelity, or signal summation fidelity. The study
conducted multiple theoretical and experimental tests for each of these categories of
fidelity. Some tests showed that the system was not as accurate to the real world as
may be desired. There was significant noise under heavy Doppler shifts, the frequency
selective fading was not as accurate as it could be, and the noise generated from the
AFE causes several limitations in scenarios. The system did however, perform very
well in many cases as shown in by the accuracy of the attenuation and the Doppler
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shift for normal terrestrial vehicle speeds. The signal interpolation was a novel feature
not previously investigated that proved to be very powerful; however, was also the
cause of many of the fidelity issues with the system. If this signal interpolation was
not done, it would not be possible to produce an accurate Doppler shift across the
band of interest and it would not be possible to do frequency selective fading at all. In
addition, it is believed that many of the issues found with the signal interpolation can
be solved by improving the interpolation scheme and by over-sampling the signals.
While some tests proved to not be as accurate as desired, the capability to even
produce these effects in emulation is unprecedented in literature. The final part of
the fidelity study was the observational tests with actual radios. These tests lend
credence to the work done in the experimental and theoretical sections and affirms
that some of the issues with the noise and accuracy do not matter, at least for the
radios under test. It showed that the system could be used to produce repeatable
results which is extremely important to radio designers and evaluators and represents
a new modality for analyzing these systems that had not been present prior to the
DBES. So the answer to this question is a qualified yes: as long as the wireless devices
used with the DBES ignores the fidelity concerns presented, and the corner cases that
the DBES cannot accurately reproduce are not key concern to the evaluator, then
the DBES would be an excellent substitute for a real-world field test. The DBES
was never intended to completely replace field testing, but it does have the ability
to dramatically reduce the time spent in the field by conducting the majority of the
testing in the lab, thus dramatically reducing the cost and time to conduct the test,
and produce repeatable results that can more easily be evaluated by an engineer.
As the answer to each of the three thesis questions was a yes or a conditional yes,
the thesis statement has been confirmed. Constructing a DWCE with a distributed
architecture does provide superior scalability than previously documented systems
while maintaining high fidelity.
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The completion of this project allows for several new avenues of research and
continued work with the system developed. First, the FPGA cluster created for
this dissertation is unique and could be used to research many high performance
computing topics. As mentioned in the hardware section, this cluster has roughly
four times the bandwidth and ten times the computational capability of the previous
SPIRIT cluster used by the RCS Lab. This will allow greater scale of research and the
creation of designs not previously possible. In addition, there is much research that
could be done to improve the quality of the emulator. This dissertation discussed the
issues with the signal interpolation and this could be a focal point for further research
which would improve many of the issues seen with Doppler and fading. Another major
limitation found from this research is the AFE. New designs and improvements on
the AFE could dramatically impact the fidelity of the system. This dissertation
never spoke about using multiple channels to cover a larger frequency range which
would improve the emulation for frequency hopping radios. In the design section the
automatic gain control was discussed but never implemented and tested which could
improve dynamic range considerably.
In addition to all the research topics mentioned in the previous paragraph, the
simple utilization of the 32-node DBES that was constructed is novel. It is our goal
to use 32 radios with the system in a short period of time and publish another article
on the outcome of that evaluation. The goal is to then allow other universities and
organizations to use the system. As planned from the beginning, all the hardware
for this system (and Wireless In-Site) can be purchased by anyone. The code that
runs the DBES is government purpose rights, which means that it can be distributed
to universities and other organizations with good cause. In addition there is little
need for a basic user to have the source code, so likely the government can hand out
binaries and executables with little resistance. Hopefully the technology presented
in this dissertation will allow many other people to improve on their wireless device
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design and open up new avenues of research not previously possible.
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